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ABSTRACT

The computerized Quick-Reacting General War Gaming System (QUIrK) will
accept input data, automatically generate gloial strategic nuclear war
plans, provide output surmaries, and produce input topea to simulator
subsystems external to QUICK. QUICK has been programed in PORTRAN for
use on .he CCTC HIS 6000 computer system.

The QUICK Users Manual consists of four volumes: Volume I, Data Manage-
ment Subsystem; Volume II, Weapon/Tarnet Identification Subsystem; Vol-
ume II, Weapon Allocation Subsystem; Volume IV, Sortie Generation Sub-
system. The Users Manual complements the other QUICK Computer System
Manuals to facilitate application of the war gaming system. This vol-
ume, Volume III, provides detailed instructions for execution of the
Weapon Allocatirn Subsystem and the modules it comprises. Companion
documents are:

a. PROGRAM MAINTENANCE MAUAL
Computer System Manual CSH 1 9-77, Volume I
Computer System Manual CSH M 9-77, Volume II
Computer System Manual CSH MXH 9-77, Volume III
Computer System Manual CEM H4 9-77, Volume IV
Provides detailed instructions for maintenance of the aystem

b. TECHNICAL MEORANDUM
Technical Memorandum TM 153-77
Provides a nontechnical description of the system for senior
t anagement personnel

viii



SECTION 1. GES$ERAL

1.1 PuErOSe

This volume oi the QUICK Users Haaunal inforrms the CCTC us'3r/analyst in
thle preparation of control cards, structure of execution (run) decks,
preparation of computer job requests, and in tile analyzation of the
associated computer output, to include the recognition of error mes-
sages for the Weapon Allocation subsystem of QUICK. It complemnVnt in-
formation contained in the Program Maintenance Manuals of the QUICKt Sys-
tem. Tile abSLiiCt Of this document references other documents describ-
Ing QUICK.

1.2 General Description

The Weapon Allocation subsystem uses the integratcd data base as defined
by all preceding modules and produces a plan using the weapon resources
specified to maxitaize the expected target value destroyed. The subsys-
tem consists of module's PREPALOC, ALOC, I.VALALOC, and ALOCOUT, as shown
in figure 1. Figure 2 shows the relationship of the Weapon Allocation
subsystem to other QUICK subsystems in terms of pirocedural and informa-
tion flow.

The modules and supporting subroutines of this uubsystem are used to
define information for use in later processes and nAlocate given weap-
ons to targets to optimize expected value destroyeci. Modules for this
subsystem must be executed sequentially in the order presented within
figure 1 (EVALAL(,C is an optional execution).

The first module, PREPALOC, precomputes much of the information re-
quired by Liter processors. It organizes thle input data for efficient
use by other components of the Weapon Allocation Subsystem. In addi-
tion, it provides capabilities for planning factor modification and
fixed weapon ussignnernt specification.

The basic data manipulated by this module include the distance and
attrition factors for the weapons, the geographic description of the
bomber penetration and depenetration corridors, thle weapon character-
istic tables (e.g., warhead and payload tables), and the target char-
acteris tics.

The next module, ALOC, performs the allocation of weapons to targets.
Using a generalized Lagrange multiplier riathoid, an optimail allocation
is generated subject to several formsL of uuer-inp&: allocation con-
straints. These constraints include specification of minimum and maxi-
mum desired damage levels, restriction of u-eapons co specified subsets
of thle target system, and specification of we~pons allocated to speci-
fic targets by the user. Within these constraints, thle module gener-
ates the allocation which maximizes the expected value destroyed in
the target system. Hodul., ALOC is also reft-rrml tto af the Allocaitor.

1
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REPORT
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Figure 1. Major Subsystems of the QUICK System
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Module hVALALUC provilet a summary ui the 111olIhLitLon produted In pro-
gram ALOC by calculating an expected-value estim.,te of its results. In
addition, the module has the capability of evaluating the effect upon
the results of variations in input values for weapon and target param-
eters. Module EVAY.ALOC may he run either before module ALOCOUT or
after module PLANOUT.

ALOCOUT optimizes the location of aim points for tat complexes and
collects all the strikes assigned to each weapon group by the Allocator
so that detailed plans for each group can be formulated by FOOTPRNT and
POSTALOC.

ALOCO"|T recds the allocation to each target within the data base. Also,
it reads in all the individual elements oe a target complex (or complex
target) and uses the information to select efficient desired ground
zeros for each veapon allocated to the target complex. The resulting
strike& with actual aim points (and offset aim points where i4ppropriate)
are then sorted for use within the Sortie Generation subsystem.

1.3 Organization of Users Hanual, Volume III

In general each major section of this manual is subdivided into two ma-
jor subsections. These are:

a. Module input - details the set-up of input data files and how
they are used in a given module.

b. Module output - details the scope and content of module output,
with notated examples.

This manual is concerned with data input and output. The standardized
QUICK Job Cnntrol Language (JCL) is outlined within User Manual Volume
I,

4



SECTION 2. MODULE PREPALOC

2.1 General Purpose

Module PREPALOC (executed after PLANSET) has four major capabilities:
updating of weapon group and target attributes, modification of target
values, damage constraints and height-of-burst specification, prepara-
tion of data for the fixed weapon assignment capability of module
ALOC, and the geographical related parameters.

Weapon groups formulation resides within module PLANSET. PREPALOC per-
mits the user to add weapon strikes (called overallocation) to weapon
groups whereby providing the allocation greater flexibility in making
assignments which ignore serial constraints. The allocator attempts
to assign the true inventory plus the added weapons. The Sortie Genera-
tion subsystem selects only the inventory number of strikes.

The second major capability of this module is the modification of the
target characteristics, VTO, M'NKILL, and IMXKILL. VTO is the value
of the target relative to the others. MINKILL is the minimum fraction

of value that must be destroyed, and MAXKILL is the maximum desired
fraction destroyed. Any of these parameters may be changed for any
target. The nhange requests can change these parameters for a single
target or for a set of targets. The set of targets for which a change
is requested is idantificd by target class, type, and individual iden-
tifier (target designator code (DESIG)), or any combination of these.
For complex targets, the class, ype, and designator code of each com-
ponent will be checked to determine if a target parameter for the com-
plex is to be changed.

An additional planning factor which can be modified in this program is
weapon height of burst. In the absence of any user specifications,
QUICK uses the height of burst for each weapon/target combination that
produces the most damage. However, the user can specify use of air or
ground bursts in p:eference to the optimal height. The user can re-
quest ground or air bursts on the basis of weapon type, target designa-
tor code, target type, target class, target country location, or target
region.

The third major capability is the request for allocation of specific
weapons to specific targets. (These requests are called "fixed assign-
ments.") This fixing of weapons to targets enables the user to deter-
mine part of the weapon allocation while leaving the allocation module
free to determine the remaining allocation. In addition, the time of
arrival at target or salvo launch number can be fixed for missile wea-
pons. This information will be passed to module PLANOUT which will ad-
just the launch time accordingly. The specified fixed assignment of
weapons remains in effect for the remainder of the plan generation proc-
ess. Later modules will retain the assignments as best possible.

5



(For example, it is possible to fix a set ot weapons from a weapon group
with multiple independently targetable reentry veh.cles (ZIRV) i. atich
a manner that there are no feasible footprints that towr that target
set adequately. In that cane, some of the fixed asvignment requests
must be ignored.)

The fourth major capability is the calculations ane IDS torage of all
distances and attrition between corridor doglegs for qse by other proces-
sors. Also the distance between dopenotration corridor and recovery
bases is calculated and stored.

2.2 Input

2.2.1 General. Text English commands to this module permit the setting
of new target values, MINKILL or MAXKILL as well as specifying weapon
height of burst. Also certain gaming parameters are set which define
the game to be executed. One final consideration is permitting the user
to directly assign weapons to individual targets.

This module recognizes the verb PREPARE and adverbs SETTING, FIX, and
ONPRINTS (request for optional prints). The general form of the com-
mand is:

PREP h e game s nar[obeiParameter h E secod valuel]

os trib teriusominations oyEQUA
a oat t ri b u t e- l, ht -o -b u rt -' ( v a l u e , v a l u e )

cal (DElt [n sI SAL%10 EQUAL

(desig I~ deR .L vale I. L alulj )1

[&ND (desig [~desiR] . value[.vau]) '3
[ONRITSnumber number, first-last number . ..

2.2.2 The SETTING Adverb. Two 'tain sets of data are considered under
this clause. The first permitd the definition of variables that will
finalize the game scenario being executed. The second allows the user
to set attributes in various combinations. of subsets ulhereby target
value, MINKILL, MAXKILL or height-of-burst overrides previ~us inputs or
calculations.

6



2.2.2.1 Gaming Parameters. The user has the capability to input values
for parameters given in table 1. If inputs are absent, default values
are used. Simply, values are entered as:

INITSTRKal

For any given weapon group, weapons will be added for sortie generation
constraint considerations. The number of weapons in each grnup will be

WEAPONS*(1.0 + PEX + (FXN/VEIIICLES))

where WEAPONS and VEHICLES are PLANSET determined; PE::PFXBOMB, PEXMSS,
or PEXMIRV; and FXNEXNBOMB, EXNHISS, or FXNHIRV.

2.2.2.2. Target Modifications. The target modification portion of the
setting clause allows the user to change target value, minimum or maxi-
mum required dettruction fraction, and height of burst on any target or
set of targets. In the general command sentence given above, generic
word attribute-l refers to the identification of the target set over
which a specific change is to be effective. Generic word attribute-2
refers to the attribute that is to be changed. Therefore:

attribute-I w DESIG (designator code), TYPE (type name), CLASS (target
class name), CNTRYL (target country location), or IREG
(target region)

and

attribute-2 a VALUE (target value), MINKLL (minimum value destroyed),
MAXKILL (maximum value destroyed), or ID11OB ((target
height of burst specification), air or ground)

Any combination of target subsetting is permissable but there is a rank-
ing order in the final storage of input values. The order of priority
is: DESIG, TYPE, CLASS, CNTRYL, IREG. That is, if a given target is
referenced by more than one output target set, the cited order applies.

Consider:

(TYPE,VALUE) = B52,10) (CNTRYL,VALUE) - (US,20) (CLASS,VALUE)=
(MISSIL,IO) (DESIG,VALUE) - (AR123,30)

In terms of the hierarchy, all targets located within the US will have a
valu" of 20; all B52s and MISSILs wili have a value of 10 (even if lo-
cated within the US); and the individual target AB123 will have a value
equal to 30.

If some targets within the given subset are components of a targer com-
plex, the planning factors for the complex would be changed to agree
with the modified values for the components. If an attempt is made to
modify the sanx planning factor for a complex target an a whole, and

7



Table 1. Game Ielated Parameters

HNEMONIC MlFAULT RANGE ,ESCRIPrIO

INITSTRK 1 1 or 2 Strike type (first or second). In
the first strike case, the launch
timing is determined by the ocher
two input parameters. In the second
strike case, all alert weapons launch
after their specified alert delay
(ALRTDL), all nonalert weapons launch
after their nonalert delay (NLRTDL),
and the detailed coordinated missile
timing parameters in program PLANOUT
are ignored.

CORRHISL 0,0 0.-1.0 Gross missile launch timing. Defined
as the fraction of missile flight
completed at time zero. A value of
0.0 specifies missile launch; a value
of 1.0 specifies missile impact.

CORP"OHB 0.0 10.0 Bomber launch timing. The number of
nautical miles prior to the corridor
entry that each bomber reaches at
time zero.

PEXBOKB* 0.0 L0.0 The fraction of bomber weapons added
for each weapon group for over allo-
cation,

EXNBOMB 3.0 0.0-1000.0 Vehicle 'loads' added to each bomber
group. A vehicle 'load' io the ratio
of the number of weapons (PLANSET
determined) to the number of vehicles

PEYXISS 0.0 N0.0 Sme as PEXBOMB for non-MIRV missiles
**

EXMISS 0.0 0.0-1000.0 Same as EX.NEOXB for non-MIRV missiles

PEXMIRV 0.1 Z0.0 Same as PEXBOMB for HIRV missiles

EXNHIRV 2.0 0.0-1000.0 Same as EXIBOXB for MIRV missiles

*
These parameters are modified for bomber groups with less than 15
bombers.

** These variables must be such that the total number of vehibles per
group (including overallocation) does not exceed 1030 for bombers and
1130 for missiles.

8



also on a component of that complex, the former change will be effected
and the latter charge will be ignored.

In the absence of a height-of-burst specification, the optimal height is
used. When changing VALUE, the normalized VALUE should be entered.

In suma=ry, then, this phrase of the SETTING clause is:

( DESIG )(VALUE
TYPE MINKILL

PREPARC SETTING LASS W ___ __ _ ___
___S HAXKILL} (" .vau)CNTRYL IDIlOB
IREC

All combinations are permitted encept that CNTRYL and IREG may only be
used in connection with IDIIOB.

2.2.3 The FIX Adverb. The optional fixed assignment clause specifies
the allocation of weapons to specific targets. A fixed assignment of
weapons from a specific group to a specific target is maintained by
module ALOC, which optimizes the assignment of the nonfixed weapons.
In addition, the delivery time (minutes relative to It-hour) of non-
MIRV missile weapons may be specified. Also the salvo launch number
may be user controlled. Any one command may not contain both the snlvo
number and arrival time, however. These direct connands are:

FIX (DESIG,GROUP) a (AB123,4)
(DESIG,GROUP,ARRIVE) - (AD187,6,.5) AND (FA001,92,I)
(DESIG,GROUP,SALVO) - (FEO01,7,1)

The first corsnand fixes a weapon from group 4 to target AB123, and down-
time is dependent on the time of flight. The second command fixes wea-
pons from groups 6 and 92 to targets AD187 and FA0Ol with downtimes of
.5 and 1, respectively. The third command fixes a weapon from group 7
to target FE001 and the weapon will be launched within the first salvo.

In many cases fixed assignments are made to sets of targets that have
sequential DESIGs. In order to capture this often used option, it is
permissible for the user to input a string of DESIGs for many targets
thereby fixing one weapon group from the indicated weapon group on each
taxget. This command is an expansion on the individual assignment com-
mand and is recognized by the appearance of the word DESIG entered twice
and separated by a comma. For example:

FIX (DESIG,DESIG,GROUPARRIVE) - (AB127 ,AB227,5, 1.0)
AND (AB228,AB230,6,1.0)

Group 5 will have weapons fixed assigned to all targets starting with
DESIG AB127 and ending with DESIG AB227 (101 separate targets). The
alpha-portions of these two DESIGs must be cqunal.

9



The following constraints apply:

o No weapons from a bomber group may be fixed on a target which
has been allocated more than 30 weapons.

o No more than 30 weapons may be fixed on an undefended target
(MISDEF.0).

o The number of weapons in any group is the maximum number of
fixed assignments which may be made from that group.

2.2.4 The ONPRINTS Adverb. It is not necessary to generate all per-
missible prints for every PREPALOC execution. For this reason, the
ONPRINTS adverb permits the selection of up to four separate print re-
quests numbered 1, 2, 3, or 4. Print request number I supplies geo-
graphical related reports; request number 2 supplies weapon group re-
lated prints; request number 3 prints target data; request number 4
generates target data as modified by user inputs.

The proper print requests follows the ONPRINTS adverb. A series of num-

bers (in any order) separated by at least a single space turns on the
print requests.

Options 3 and 4 produces prints concerning the available target list.
If desired, the user may request a subset of targets to be printed by
specifying the first and last target. This is possible through the use
of special operators comma (,) and dash (-). After the number 3 or 4
the starting target number to be printed will follow the comma operator
and the last target number to be printed will follow the dash operator.
Consider the command:

ONPRINTS 2 3,10-1297 4,1000

Prints for option two will be generated; target data for target numbers
between 10 and 1297 will be generated for option three; and target data
for target numbers between 1000 and the maximum value will be generated
for option four. If the comma operator is missing print begins with
target number one.

2.3 Output

2.3.1 Standard Reports. Standard prints consiEt of a summary of user
selected parameters (figure 3); a target data summary (figure 4) and a
summary of fixed assignments (figura 5).

2.3.2 Optional Reports. Reports generated for print option one are
given in figures 6 through 12; figure 13 for option two; figure 14 and
15 for option three; and figure 16 for option four.

2.3.3 Error Hessages. All possible error messages produced for PREPALOC
are explained in figure 17.

10
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USER INPUT PLANNING PARAMETERS

(D 0
INITST M I BY INPUT

CORMSL 0.5 BY INPUT

CORBOMB n 0.0 BY DEFAUL

PEXBO{ 0.0 BY DEFAUL

E.NBK 0H 3.0 BY DEFAUL

PEXMIR M .05 BY INPUT

EXNMIR M 2.0 BY DEFAUL

PEXIS 0.0 BY DEFAUT,

EXNMIS 0.0 BY DEFAML

HEADNG MEANING
Parameter name (first six characters)

GParameter value
(3 14ode (DEFAULT or INPUT)

Figure 3. Standard Print of User-Input Parameters
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0
684 TARGETS PROCESSED O OA@ , @ ~CLASS , N,= FRCTO ,,,,= O.F TOTAL.

VALUE IN CLASS

MISSIL 0.2500

2 BOHBER 0.3500

3 TANKER 0.1000

15 NOT USED 0.0000

HEADING MEANWON

(D Number of targets as seen by ALOC

(D Line count

D Class name (CLASS)

Fraction of total target value in class

Figure 4. Standard Target Data Sugary Print
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OUT OF 137 REQUESTS FOR FIXED ASSI(MENT, 137 WERE FULFILLED.

(3)
EVERY TARGET IDENTIFIER REQUESTED WAS ENCOU1 rERED ON TIE TARGET FILE

tREAKDON OF FIXED ASSIGINMTS BY GROUP

GROUP FIXED WEAPONS TOTAL W4APONS

1 100 200
5 20 300

93 17 150

(D) Number of weapons requested for fixed assignment

0 Number of weapons actually assigned

0 Message verifying correct input of target idantifiers

(3) Group nunber

hD Number of weapons fixed from group

0Total number of weapons in group

Figure S. Sumnary of Fixed Assignment Information
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[,

CORNTH( DISTBC 03ATTRBC

0 0
2* 0 0
3 5.0722E 02** 0
4 0 0
5 0 0

IEADTNG MRANING

@ Penetration corridor number

02 Length of corridor (nautical miles) (from entry
to origin)

0 Attrition in corridor

The values for corridors 1 and 2 are irrelevant, since theme

are the "dummy" corridors for tactical aircraft and aircraft
with a value greater than zero for the attribute PKIIAV.

The E format is mothematical base 10 notation. The number
w.=mEyy is equivalent to w.am x 10YY. For example, 5.0722E02
represents 507.22 (i.e., 5.0722 x 100).

Figure 7. Print Option 1: Penetration Corridor
Data Print -- Corridor Distance and
Attrition
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0 G

CORUM NPRCRDEF DISVDEF PRATrR

1 0 (0 10
0O 0

(0 1
2 0 10 I0

10 io

WDIM MEANING

G ) Penetration corridor number

i) Number of precorridor legs with defenses

(D) Length of defended coridor segments

Probabilily of attritcan in each defended
corridor segment

Figure 8. Print Option 1: Penctratlon Corridor
Data Print -- Precorridor Defenses
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DEPEMETRATI.l CORRIDOR DATA

CORNUM RECOVERY BASES

1 AB102 AB196 AC123

DOGLEG UT LONG
1 43.o 222.0

HANING

( ) Depenetration corridor number

(DESIG(s) of recovery bases permitted for this
corridor (iaximum of 4)

0Dogleg for this corridor. Directioi. iu away from
the target

( Latitude of dogleg

) Longitude of dogleg

Figure 9. Print Option 1: Depenetration Corridor Data
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n,-

CORNUM DISTEG DISTEF

1 0 0
2 0 0
3 0 0
4 0 0

HEADING MEANING

Ci)Depeteration corridor number

0) Length of depenetration corridor (nautical miles
from entry to end)

Distance from depenetration corridor entry point
to recovery point (nautical miles)

Figure 10. Print Option 1: Depenetrotion Corridor Distance
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rlow

DEPENETRATION CORRIDOR - RECM'lRY BASE LINKING

nz. @ @ G @
DEPENETR BASE BASE BASE BASE BASE BASE
CORRIDOR ORDER LATITUDE LONGITUDE NAME CAPACITY DISTANCE

1 1 41.0 210.0 ABI 10 100.0
2 41.2 210.0 AB5 20 200.0
3 41.3 215.1 ABIO 30 300.0
4 0 0 0 0 0

2 1 36.2 215.3 AB2 60 0.0
2 37.5 215.4 AB3 50 50.0

MAIM4 MEANING

-Depenotration corridor number

Order of base according to increasing distance

from end of depenetration corridor

(D Bato, latitude

© Base longitude

Base name

Base capacity (number of aircraft)

(D Baie distance from end of depenetration corridor
(nautical miles)

Figure 11, Print Option 1: Recovery Base Data Print --

Depenetration Corridor - Recovery Base Linking
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REFUEL POINTS

POINT NO. LATITUDI LNCIT JDv

1 21.2 212.2
2 31.3 212.3

WDIO MEANING

( ) Refuel area number

LAtitude of refuel point

Longitude of refuel point

Figure 12. Print Option 1: Refuel Point Data Print
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IP

GROUP CORNUM DISTAC

1 0.000
2 0.000
3 2931.083
4 4763.8095 5187.943
6 3516,968
7 3843.8138 4461.455
9 4860.476

10 3346.476
1ii 3706.963

2 1 0.000

HEADING MEANING

0 Weapon group number (1-250)as assigned by module
PLANSET

(Corridor index number (column 1 of Penetration
Corridor Prints)

(The great circle distance from the centroid of the
weapon group to the penetration corridor entry point
in nautical miles

Figure 13. Print Option 2: Weapon Group to
Penetration Corridor Distance Print
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TGTNUMB 12 NAME u MOSCOW INDEXNO - 11234 DESIG - AB123URI

TASK - AB TGTHULT - 1.0 LAT - 45.2 LONG = 212.8 INDYPEN - 4

DISTEG - 213.4 DISTDG - 514.2 DISTOF -i7,2 InIOB - GROUN

IrADING DESCRIPTION
. Target number (assigned by PLANSET)

0Index numberDesignator code/country location code/flag code

Task/subtask
~Target multiplicity

~Target latitude
%1 Target longitude

§Depenetration corridor index
Length of depenetration corridor (nautical miles)
Distance from target to recovery bass (nauticalmiles)

Distance from target to end of depenetration
corridor (nautical miles). Depenetration point
is bep&inin& of depenetration corridor

@ User de3ired height of burst or optimal height
if no user specification

Figure 14. Print Option 3: Target Information Print--Part A
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ICOGR DISTCD ATTRCD

1 0 .0001
2 0 .0002
3 201.4 .0005

IEADING MEANING

(D Penetration corridor number

(Distance corridor origin to tArget (nautical milse)

© Attrition parameter, corridor origin to target

(this value is used an the exponent in the attri-

tion probability calculation).

Figure 15. Print Option 3: Target Information Print--Part B
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TGTbVU4 TGTNAHE INDXLNNO DESIG 1JICLASS TYPE VALUE

5 MOSCow 2131 AB123URI U/I RCITY 21.4

G 0 G
MIMILL HAMMILL VULN TGTNUM

0.50 0.75 06PO 5

© 0 G
GROUP ARRIVE SALVO

94 1.0 5
13 1.0 1

HEADING MEANING

Target number

2Target nme

0Index number
L Designator code/country location code/flag code

0Target class name
Target type name

GTarget value

0 Target minimum required destruction fraction

Target maximum desired destruction fraction

Target vulnerability; for a cemplaxc, VULN is the

hardest vulnerability in the complexV©If target has fixed assignments, weapon gzoup numbers
are listed

© Time of arrival for missile weapons (in minutes from
H-hour)

(i Salvo number of fixed assignments

Figure 16. Print Option 4: Planning Factor Changes
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1 MORE THAN (14) TARGET CLASS HEADERS. EXCESS IGNORED.

PREPALOC has found more than 15 target classes in the data base.
Review data base entries.

2 MORE THAN (I5) TARGET TYPES

The summation of unique target types over all target classes
exceeds the upper bound. Review data base entries.

3 MORE THAN (I5) WEAiON TYPES IN DATA BASE

PREPALOC has found more than 100 weapon types in the data base.

Review data base entries.

[MORE THAN (I5) WEAPON GROUPS

PREPALOC located more than the maximum number of weapon groups.

5 UNKNOWN INPUT IN ONPRINTS CLAUSE (012) REST OF CLAUSE IGNORED

Check text English syntax.

6 PRINT OPTION (F4.1) DOES NOT EXIST

PREPALOC received on unknown print number request.

7 UNKNOWN ADVERB NO. (14) ENCOUNTERED. ADVERB IGNORED.

Check the adverbs in the input command. The only adverbs
allowed are SETTING, FIX and ONPRINTS.

8 NO. OF PENETRATION CORRIDORS. EXCEEDED MAX IN PENROUT

PREPALOC has found more than 30 penetration corridors in the
data base.

9 NO. OF DEPEN. CORR. EXCEEDED MAX IN PENROUT

PREPALOC has found more than 50 depenetration corridors in the
daba base.

10 DEPROUT ENCOUNTERED NONEXISTENT DESIG FOR RECOVERY BASE (A6)
DEPENETRATION CORR: (15)

PREPALOC has encountered a nonexistent DESIG while processing
depenetration corridors. Review data base entries.

Figure 17. PREPAI.OC Error Messages (Part 1 of 5)
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11 FACTORCG ENCOUNTERED UNKNOWN ALPHUAUXERIC INPUT ATTRIBUTE (14)

CHANGE REQUEST IGNORED. (LAST CHANGE PROCESSED: (012),(012))

Check text English for proper syntax.

12 LAST CHANGE REQUEST OUT OF RANGE. CHANGE REGUEST FAR .ACT Y.
(13). .IfA~NG-._ TA 1115.1)

PREPALOC received n user change request that was either negative
or greater than 1 (for HMKILL or MIINKILL). The change request
is adjusted to 0 or 1 respectively.

13 FACTORCG ENCOUNTERED UNKNOWN NUERIC INPUT ATTRIBUTE (4) CHANGE
REQUEST IGNORED. (LAST CHANGE PROCESSED: (12),(012))

Check text English for proper syntax.

14 FACTORCG ENCOUNTERED UNKNOWN INSTRUCTION CODE (15) ALL FURTHER
REQUESTS IGNORED. (LAST CHA NGE PROCESSED: (012),(012))

Check text English for proper syntax.

15 FACTORCG RECEIVED CHANGE REQUEST FOR NONEXISTENT DESIG (A6)
CHANGE REQUEST IGNORED.

PREPALOC has received a nonexistent DESIG in a change request.
If the indicated DESIG should exist, consult a maintenance pro-
grammer.

16 FACTORCG RECEIVED CHANGE REQUEST FOR NONEXISTENT CLASS (A6)

CHANGE REQUEST IGNORED

Check the spelling of the indicated CLASS within text English.

17 FACTORCG RECEIVED CHA4'GE REQUEST TO CHANGE FACTOR NO. (14) WITH
CRITERION IREG. REQUEST IGNORED

PREPALOC received a request to change a factor other than height
of burst for attribute IREG.

18 FACTORCG RECEIVED CHANGE REQUEST TO CHANGE FACTOR NO. (14) WITH
CRITERION IREG. REQUEST IGNORED

PREPALOC received a request to change a factor other than height
of burst for attribute IREG.

Figure 17. (Part 2 of 5)
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19 FACTORCG RECEI'IED CHANGE REQUEST WITH NONEXISTENT IREG (F8. 3)
CHANGE REQUEST IGNORED

PREPALOC could not find the indicated region in the data base.

1i th UJX&uLtuiM &'A10 LULLCUL, W11BUIE U SI11t.1UfILU f)-jift

mar.

20 FACTORCG RECEIVED CHANGE REQUEST FOR NONEXISTENT TYPE (A6)
CHANGE REQUEST IGNORED

Check the spelling of the indicated type within text English.

21 FIXWEP ENCOUNTERED UNKNOWN ALPIANUERIC ATTRIBUTE NO. (15) ALL
FURTHER FIX ASSIGNMENTS IGNOREIJ. (LAST FIX ASSG. PROCESSED:
(As), (L5))

Check the syntax of the FIX clause.

22 FIXWEP ENCOUNTERED UNKNOWN INSTRUCTION CODE (I5) .L FURTHER
FIX ASSIGNMENTS IGNORED. (LAST FIX ASSG. PROCESSED% (AS),(15))

Check the syntax of the 'IX clause.

23 FI, EP ENCOUNTERED UNKNOWN NUMERIC ATTRIBUTE NO. (I5) ALL
FURTHER FIX ASSIGNMENTS IGNORED. (LAST FIX ASSG. PROCESSED:
(A5),(I5))

Check the syntax of the FIX clause.

24 FIXWEAP RECEIVED BOTH ARRIVAL AND SALVO SPECIFICATION. SALVO
SPECIFICATION IGNORED. LAST FIX ASSG. PROCESSED (AS), (IS)

A fixed assignment may honor a downtime or salvo number request;
but not both.

25 FIXWEP RECEIVED (A6) (A6) FOR BEGINNING AND END OF STRING OF
DESIGS. ALPHA PARTS UNEQUAL. REQUEST IGNORED.

If the option which allows a string of DESIGs to be specified
is used, the alpha-portions of the two DESICs entered must be
equal.

26 FIXWEP RECEIVED (A6) (A) FOR BEGINNING AND END OF STRING OF
DESIGS. END DESIG LESS THAN BEGINNING. REQUEST IGNORED.

If the option which allows a string of DESIGs to be specified
is used, the numeric-portion of the second DESIG entered must
be greater than or equal to that of the first DESIG entered.

Figure 17. (Part 3 of 5)
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27 FIXWEP RECEIVED NONEXISTENT DESIG (06) FIX ASSIGNMENT IKORED

There is no target with the indicated DESIG in the data base.
If here should be, coan,ult a maintenance program, or.

28 FLXWEP RECEIVED NO. TO NONEXISTENT GROUP (15) FIX ASSIGNMENT
IGNORED

No weapon group with the indicated group number exists in rhe
data base.

29 FIXWEP RECEIVED FIX ASSIGNMENT FOR BOMBER GROUP (15) ON TARGET
ALLOCATED MORE TIHAN 30 WEAPONS. TARGET: (A6) REQUEST IGNORED

No weapons from a bomber group may be fixed on a target which
has been allocated more than 30 weapons.

30 FIXWEP RECEIVED FIX ASSIGNMENT ON UNDEFENDED TARGET (A6) WITH
MORE THAN 30 WEAPONS ALLOCATED. REQUEST IGNORED

No more than 30 weapons may be fixed on an undefended target
(attribute HISDEF equal zero).

31 FIXWEP RECEIVED FIX ASSIGNMENT FOR TARGET (A6) FROM GROUP NO.
(14) WHICH HAS ALL ITS WEAPONS FIXED. REQUEST IGNORED

All weapons from the indicated group have been fixed.

32 LAUNCH TIME NEGATIVE FOR GROUP - (13) IMPACT 'TIME a (10.5)
DESIG - (A6)

In fix assigning indicated group a negative launch time was
found. The fixed assignment will be honored for the first
salvo.

33 NO. OF COUNTRY LOCATION CODES EXCEEDS MAX

PREPALOC found more than 150 country location codes in the data
base. Consult a maintenance programmer.

34 IGOT LT TGTMULT,MYSAL: (16) NSHIFT (16) IGOT (16) DESIG - (A6)
GROUP - (13)

The number of salvoed weapons in the salvo indicated by HYSAL is
less than the number of fix assignments for this salvo. The
next salvo number is attempted.

Figure 17. (Part 4 of 5)
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35 MYSAL GREATER TIHAN MAXIHUM FOR GROUP (15) DESIG (A6)

A fixed assigrnent wit1i specified downtima generated a salvo
number greater than the miaximum allowed.

36 SALVO NO. (13) FULL FOR GROUP (13) FIX REQUEST IGNORED FOR (A6)

Indicated group has uscd all available salvo slots.

37 LOOPINIG IN FIXWEP DESIG (Ab) GROUP (15)

Cannot locate any available salvo slots for indicated group.

Fi,'e 17. (Part 5 of 5)
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SECTION 3. ALOC MODULE

3.1 General Purpose

The major purpose of this module is to determine the optimal allocation
of weapons to targets, using a Lagrange multiplier technique. The wap-
ons are divided into weapon gruups. A group contains weapons of the
same characteristics which are geographically proxir.cte. Thus, weapons
are considered Identical within groups. Each target is con.,Adered Ir.-
dividually for weapon assignment. When all targets have been processed,
anoth er pass over the targets begins. This precess continues until the
Lagrange method has allocated all the weapons to the targets. The assign-

tents are then entered in the integrated data base for later processing.
The module o some extent of user control over the allocation proc-
ess through fixed ssignments restrictions on certain weapon groups,

and general allocation control parameters.

3.1.1 Modes of Execution. For a given execution of ALOC, several com-
plete passes are made over the target list. During the first pass over
the target list many one-time calculations between weapon groups and
targets are determined and stored within n dara file (called he Weapon/
Target Data file). These one-time calculations tre continually reread
(not recalculated) Zor eacli non-first pass over the targets. If there
are to be further executions of ALOC and the data base values hava not
been altered, the created Wenpon/Target Data file may be used in lieu of
recalculating the one-time calculations. Adverb RECALC (see subsection
3.2) communicates the mode of execution to module ALOC. If RECALC is
present, the Weapon/Target Data will be created; otherwise, ALOC assures
the data file to exist.

3.1.1.1 RECALC Mode. In this mode the ALOC module creates the Weapon/
Target Data file during the first pass over Individual targets. The
data contained on the file is then used during successive passes with
the file rewound at the outset of each pass. When the file is created
the data for it is calculated without reference to any user alterations
(for example range modifications) which are input to the ALOC module
(there is a parallel file which contains altered data whero it is neces-
Ckry) .

3.1.1.2 Nou-.ECALC Mode. In this mode the ALOC module uses a Weapon/
Target Data file Lreated by a previous ALOC rut.. Experience has shown
that many ALOC reruns arc due to changes in user directed constraints,
data alteracions or other change;. Input to the ALOCV modul. A;- noted
in 3.1.1.1 above the Weapon/Target Data 1l!e is creAted without refer-
ence to these execution time input: and thus will cogtain the same data
from run to run. The nnn-RECALC mode takes advantage of this tact by
allowing the ALOC modult to read the data from the file on pass one as
it dues on succeeding tisses.
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3.1.1.3 Aod Selection and JCL Consideration. The users selects rho
RECALC made by including the RECALC adverb in tie input. If it does not
appear, non-RECALC mode will be sssumed. In either case, either a tape
or file must be included with a file code of 15. If the user wishes to
create a Wedpon/T~rget Data file for ute on several runs, an appropriate
entry should be maJe in the JCL for file code 15.

3.1.1.4 Non-RECALC Mnde Caution. The usor should be aware that indis-
criminate use of the non-PMLC mode will cauoe errors. In general, it
is best to run ALOC in the RECALC mode following any change to the basic
weapon or target data or if any modules which run prior to ALOC are re-
run. For erample, the Weapon/Target Vata file is not IJkei,7 to be valid
betveen scenarios so that if module DBMOD I, rerun with a n'w value for
the SCENARIO attribute ALOC should be run in F-, CALC .ode.

3.2 Input

The verb ALLOCATE initiates execution of the ALOC modle. This verb has
11 optional adverbs which the user may use to control AMOC' s functions.
These adverbs are:

o FLAGREST User specifies weapon groups which are restricted
according to the setting of the FLAG attribute

o LOCREST User specifies weapon groups which are restricted
according to the country location of .he target

o MINRANGE User specifieL changes to a group's mtininum rauge

o HIRVREST User specifies restrictions to MIRV groupr accord-
ing to target t.lass

o MODRANGE User specifies modification to the range of groups

0 ONPRINTS User selects desired print option and specifies
ranges and frequencies for those ?rinrs

0 PUNCH User requests output of final Lagrange multipliers

READMU, User specifies values for Lagrange multipliers tv
be used at the outset of ALOC execition

RECALC User specifies that the Weapon Data File must be
created by ALOC and not rend in

0 SETTING User specifies values for ALOC parameters other
than their default values

o SI'IT User zpecifies valt " for the SHAT array
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The ALOC module will execute properly in the absence of any of these
adverbs.

3.2.1 The FLAG.REST Clause. This clause specifies interaction between

weapo', groups and the target attribute FLAG which may have a value of
0-9 inclusive. (A value of 0 indicates that no weapon is restricted
from that target becauze of its flag.) In this clause, the user speci-
fies which groups are restricted and what target FLAG values they may or
may not attack. The general form of the FLAGREST clause is

ELAGRE. NC LU D E  1
FLART rnup roup . . . group EXCLUDE

The adverb may be followed by any number of sets of inputs each consist-
ing of three parts. First a set of one or more group numbers separated

by commas are supplied followed by either of the two special words:
INCLUDE or EXCLUDE. Third a set of one or more flag numbers separated
by commas define entries for attribute FLAG.

The relationship of the group numbers to the flag numbers is specifiod
by the intervening special word. If the word is INCLUDE, then the spec-
ified groups are restricted from all but the specified flags. If the
word is EXCLUDE, then the specified groups are restricted from the spec-
ified flags. For example

FLAGREST 1,2,3 INCLUDE 3,4 5,6 EXCLUDS 7,8

The result of this example would be that groups 1, 2, and 3 could not
attack targets where FLAG values were 1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 8, or 9 and groups
5 and 6 could not attack targets where FLAG values were 7 or 8.

3.2.2 The LOCREST Clatise. This clause specifies interaction between
weapon groups and the *..ountry location code of targets. In this clause,
the user specifies whi,:h groups are restricted and what target country
locations they may or :ay not attack. The general form of the LOCREST
clause is:

LOCREST Igroup IN ~(ECLUDE

tion -. country location , , ... country location]

The adverb may be followed by any number of sets of inputs, each consist-
ing of three parts. First a set of one or more group numbers separated
by commas are sugplied followed by either of the two special words:
INCLUDE or EXCLUDE. Third a set of one or more country location codes
(i.e., US, UR, etc.) separated by commas are entered.

The relationship of the groups to the country codes is specified by the

intervening special word. If tis word is INCLUDE, then the specified
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groups may not attack any targeci but those with the specified country

locaticns. If the word is EXCLUDE, the specified groups may attack only

targets whose country locations are other than those given.

An example of a LOCREST clause:

LOCREST 1,2,3 ICLUDE URC1I 4,5,6,7 EXCLUDE PO,CZ,BU

The result of this example would be that groups 1, 2, and 3 could only
attack targets whose country location codeas ere "LUR" or "C1I", and
groups 4, 5, 6, and 7 could not attack tarRets whose country codes were
"1PO", 1'CZ" or 'tBO".

3.2.3 The MINRA E Clause. This clause allows the user to specify a
value for the RNGMIN attribute other than that given for a group. The
clause consists of a new minimum range value followed by one or more
group numbers. Parantheses are optional. Zhe general form is:

HINRANCE (ainimum range), grou I group . . . . group] )

As many sets of values may appear in A single clause as desired. The
user should note that use of this clause alters the value of the RNGMIN
attribute for this run of ALOC only and does not alter its data base
value in any way. An example of a MINRiNGE clauee is:

HIIRANGE (1000,1,2,3,4) (1500,9,10)

The result would be to set the RNGHIN value to 1000 for groups 1, 2, 3
and 4 and to 1500 for groups 9 and 10.

3.2.4 Th. MIRVREST Clause. This clause allows the user to specify re-
strictions for HIRV weapon types. These types may be restricted to
particular target classes. In addition to standard classes, they may
be restricted to complexes (COMPLE), defended complexes (COMPLD), de-
fended targets (DEFEND) and/or multiple targets (MULTIP).

The general form of the MIRVREST clause is:

The aZ::S: (payload name _casILgss.. . J. SJa&!])
The adverb is followed by any number of sets of values separated by
cotmas. The first value is the name of a HIRV group's payload table,
The remaining values are class names of those targets which the indi-
cated group(s) may attack. The parentheses are optional. An example
follows.

MIRVREST ( MM-III , COMPIE,COMPLD, U/I ) ( POSEID ,BOMER)

This effect of this would be to restrict weapons with the payload table
name "MR-III" to complexes (defended or not) and target class "U/I".
Further weapons with the payload table name "POSEID" would only be able
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to attck single targets of class "BOMBER". Note: Although this option
was designed for MIRV weapons, there is no current restriction which
would prevent use of this option for non-MIRV weapon systems.

V3.2.5 The MODRANGE Clause. This clause allows the user to alter the
data base attributes RANGE and RANGEREF for allocation purposes. The
vdlues of RANGE and RANGEREF initially stored within the data base are
not altered. Module ALOC conducts the allocation with the user directed
multipliers values but this information is not passed to other QUICK
processors.

The user supplies multipliers for RANGE and RANGEREF on a weapon group

basis. The general form is:

MODRANGE (range multiplier refuel range multiplier]

.L group [Ia. group . L g roup ] )

The clause consists of any number of sets of values. The first value of
the act is a multiplier for the RANGE attribute which is followed by the
optional slash (/) and a multiplier for the RANGEREF attribute. Fullow-
ing the multipliers are the group numbers to which the multipliers are
applicable. Each group number must be preceded by a comma. Numeric
sets of multipliers may be defined by leaving at least one space between
each data set.

If the multiplier for RANGEREF is omitted it is treated as the same as
that for RANGE.

An example of a MODRANGE clause would be:

MODRANGE (.8/.9,1,2,3) (.7,4,5)

The effect would be to multiply the RANGE attribute by .8 and the
RANGEREF attribute by .9 for groups 1,2 and 3. Also, both the RANGE
and RANGEREF attributes of groups 4 and 5 would be multiplied by .7.

3.2.6 The ONPRINTS Clause. This clause allows the user to control the
appearance of various print options. The options available are detailed
in table 2. Each option may be selected and the frequency of its appear-
ance(s) controlled as to the pass and/or targets. The control parameters
available and their default settings are:

First pass of appearance - default pass 1.
Last pass of appearance - default pass 9999
First target of appearance- default target I
Last target of appearance - default target 9999
Frequency of appearance as to target - default every target (1)

In addition, options 1, 2, 4 and 16 are initially selected with the fre-
quency of option 4 set at 50. The user may request that these options
not appear. The general torm of the ONPRINTS clause is:
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Table 2. Description otL Print Uption Numbers
for Program ALOMC (Part 1 of 2)

OPTION DESCRIPTION OF PRINT

1 Input weapon data

2 Main surmary prints after weapons have been allocated to
target

3 Not used

4 Print for all weapon groups the Lagrange multipliers, the
total number of weapons allocated (RNALL), and number of
weapons allocated (RNALL), and number of weapons allocated
this pass (hALL) with total weapon value and value of error
in allocation

5 Print of data on target weights and rates of change of

weights

6 Target input data before allocation begins

7 Basic weapon/target interaction data before allocation of
weapons to target

8 Risk array before allocation begins on target

9 Summary of weapons assigned to present target and marginal
values for each (see option 22 for companion print of po-
tential weapons)

10 Input data to the single target allocator (STALL) -- i.e.,
output from WAD

11 Initial values for lambdas, VALWPNS and VALSRR, at start
of module only

12 Debugging print showing synopsis of calculation of actual
payoff by WAD

13 Debugging print showing after-the-fact synopsis of poten-
tial weapon added and weapon deleted payoff calculations
by WAD

14 Not used

15 Not used
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Table 2. (Part 2 of 2)

OPTION DESCRIPTION OF PRINT

16 Defense level and attack mode print for targets with cor-
minal ballistic missile defense

17 Not used

18 Noc used

19 Planning factor summary for targets with terminal ballis-
tic missile defenses

20 Summary of WADOUT cost payoff benefit, etc.

21 Complete listing of allocation erzor estimates (ALLEREST)

22 Summary of marginal payoff data for potential wicapons fol-
lowed by resulting STALL decision: a companion print to
print number 9

23 Printout of timing information

24 Memory dump and run termination

25 List of inactive switches for each weapon group as related
to current target

26 Print of preferred corridors and computed penetration prob-
abilities for each penetration corridor for all bomber
groups relative to current target; available only on first
pass

27 Best rate of return for missile allocation in DEFALOC

28 Debugging print of allocations and payoff computed in
RESVAL

29 Print of Lagrange multiplier, balance parameter, and stock-
pile for salvoed missiles

30 Print of bomber payload indicators and allocation fractions
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ONP'RITS otin [ irst nrgset - Int rnm-t I =Qu .nC ]

1! first pass - Ins, pass I am _140]

This clause has a number of opcional forms. Following the adverb the
user may input any number of sets of values in various forms. A single
number (in the range 1-30, see table 10) will cause that option to
appear with default controls. If the user wishes to surpress a default
option (i.e., 1, 2, 4, or 16) the option number is preceded by the NOT
operator.

User alterations to target control defaults are preceded by a comma. A
number following the comma will be used as a first target control. A
number preceded by a hyphen will be used as a last target and a number
preceded by a slasi will be used as a frequency. Only those controls
which the user wii.ies to charge ieed be included. Similarly, the pass
controls are preceded by an asterisk.

For example:

ONPRINTS NOT 4 5,50*-2 6,/4

Would caune option 4 to be surpressed, option 5 to appear beginning
with target 50 and for passes one and two, and option 6 to have a fre-
quency of 4.

3.2.7 The PUNCH Clause. This adverb allows the user to request that

the final Lagrange multiplier be saved on an output unit. The format
used for this output is such that it can be assessed on later runs by
the READHUL clause. The general forta of the PURCH1 clause is

PNCH INEWa-unit number]

The optional portion is used to specify an output unit other than 43
(system punch).

3.2.8 The READMUL Clauae. This clause allows the user to specify start-
ing lagrange multipliers for the ALOC module. These multipliers fall in-
to six categories and are all originally set to I. Through this clause,
the user may also specify an input unit created by the punch adverb in a
previous run. The general form is

READHUL OLD , unitL IALL
CLASS
TY PE

REGION 1 .index..lambda value .
GROUP
1OTHER
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The "OLD" phrase gives an input unit created by PUNCH. Each other value
is specified 1,y a set of values the first of which is one of the word
shown in the form above, the second is an index identified by the first,
and the third is the desired starting multiplier. Tli ALL form should
not have an index.

3.2.9 The RECALC Clause. This clause consists only of the adverb
RECALC. By Inclvding this adverb the user indicates that there is no
Weapon/Target Dat file available from a previous ALOC execution. This
adverb should be included, therefore, on any run where no such file
exists from a previous run or where Llterations in the weapon or tar-
get data have rendered the information on the available file invalid.

3.2.10 The SETTING Clause. This clause is a standard SETTING clause
applied to the allocation parameters identified in table 3. The default
values for these parameters is shown in table 3 also. The user may not
alter any attributes other than these parameters via this clause. For
example:

SETTING BPENFAC=l SNSTYTY-.05 PKTX-.95

3.2.11 The S'MAT Clause. Through thf.s clause the user enters and/or
saves values for the SHAT array. "Lhe row and column labels for this
array and their meaning is shown in table 4. The clause consists of
a series of labels and values separated by commas. Each J Index label
encountered causes this index to be set. Each I index label has a sim-
ilar function. When a value is encountered it is entered in the array
at the current setting of the I and J indexes. To cause the settings
to be permanently entered for later runs the user follows the adverb
with the special word UPDATE. An example which would set the SHAT
array as per the defaults shown in table 5 would be:

SHAT UPDATE ALLSBL,0,CC,OREL,0,PEN,0,STK,O,GROUP,O,REGION,U,
CLASS,0,TYPE,O,ALERT,0,PEN,O REL,0.CCOSBL,0,TYPE,.1,CLASS,.4,
REGION, .I,GROUP, .lCC,.2,REL,.05,PEN,0,REGION,.l,CI.SS, .2,
TYPE,.2,aIEL,.2,CC, .1,CLASS, .l,REGION, .3,REL,O,CLASS, .1

Each value entered should lie between 0. and 1. and the sum of all ele-
ments with the same failure made index J must be less than or equal to
1.

3.3 Output

3.3.1 Standard Output. The printed output of the ALOC module may be
divided into four parts: input prints, standard allucation prints, de-
cailed prints, and debug prints. Most of these may be controlled via
user option selection. Those which are not controlled or which always
appear at a certain point will be noted as such.
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Table 3. Input Parameter Card Specifications
(Part 1 of 6)

NAME RANGE DEFAUT.T DESCRIFrIOK

IhATCH Standard 0 Controls the method used to determine
integer if a weapon allocation has met the

required minimum destruction fraction

specified by MINKILL. If IMATCH is 0,
the calculntion of fraction killed
includes the time dependence of tar-
get value. If IW TCIH is not equal to
0, the fraction calculation does not
consider time dependence of target
value.

TARFAC >0.0 0.1 Multiplies the level of terminal bomber
defense on each target (TARDEF). Used

to Increase or decrease all local bom-
ber defenses.

BPILNFAC 0.0 1.0 Multiplies attrition rates fo" bomber
penetration given in the data base.
Normally should be equal to 1.0, but
can be used to test alternative assump-
tions without changing the data base.

PKTX 0.0-1.0 0.0 Probability of missile warhead kill by
one terminal ballistic missile defense
interceptor.

RADPX 0.0-1.0 0.0 Probability of missile warhead kill by

a random area ballistic missile defense.

HIIDAMAG 0.0-1,0 0.0 Minimum fraction of original value of
a target without terminal ballistic
missile defenses that must be destroyed
by each weapon allocated to the target.
If the default option is not used, this
constraint may cause nonconvergence by
not allowing ALOC to put down all the
weapons. The fix for this case is to
reduce MINDAMAG or reduce weapon inven-
tory.

FIXOPT *TRUE*, *TRUE* Fixed assignment option. If TRUE, fix
*FALSE*, as In data base in FALSE ignore fix

requests.
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Table 3. (Part 2 of 6)

NAME RANGE DEFAULT DESCRIPTION

LOWFAC 0.0-1.0 0.0 Multiplier of the nominal level of
terminal ballistic missile defense.
Represents the lower estimate of tne
Defense level (see PROBLOW).

PROBLOW 0.0-1.0 0.0 Probability that the level of terminal
ballistic missile defense is degraded
by the factor LONFAC; e.g.; if the
nominal number of terminal B4D inter-
ceptors is MISDEF but there is a 25%
probability that the actual level of
interceptors S s half this large,
LOWFAC a .5 and PROBLOW - .25. These
factors apply to every target with
terminal BMD.

IlIGHFAC .-0.0 0.0 Serves the same function as LOWFAC,
except that it represents the upper
estimate of terminal ballistic missile
capability.

PROBHIGHI 0.0-1.0 0.0 Same function as PROBLOW except that
it is the probability of occurrence
of the upper defense estimate IHIGHFAC.

LAW *SQUAREROOT* Specifies the form of damage law used
or on area targets (i.e.; targets with

*POWER* RADIUS >0.0). If it is equal to
*SQUAREROT* the square root damage
law is used. Otherwise, the power (or
exponential) law is used on area tar-
gets.

TINTFAC -0.0 1.0 Acts as a multiplier for the number of
terminal BMD defense interceptors over
the entire target system.

CORR 0.0-1.0 0.5 Acts as a multiplier for the entries
in the SMAT array. Decreasing the
value of CORR reduces the effect of
interweapon correlations. (With the

default SMAT array, the value of CORR
should not exceed .5 for good results.)
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Table 3. (Part 3 of 6)

NAM RANGE DEFAULT DESCRIPTION

CORR2 0.0-1.0 0.0 Optional, to evaluate the final weapon
allocation with a different multiplier
for the SMAT array values. Used in
conjunction with the user-input param-
eter IVERIFY.

FACHIRV 0.0-1.0 0.0 Modifies the SMAT array for HIRV sys-
tems. For weapons with a MIRV capabil-

ity, the values of the SMAT arvay cor-
respondIng to the GROUP attribute for
failure modes SBL, CC, and REL (see
table 4' are increased by the produce
of FACHIRV and the unassigned variance
for hose failure modes. (For the do-
fault SKAT array, table 5, the unassigned
variance for SBL is .30, for CC is .30,
end for REL is .63.) Table 6 provides
two examples of the SMAT array for MIRV

systems: when the default SHAT array
is used in conjunction with FACMIRV =

0.5, and when it is used with FACHIRV
- 1.0. For examples of this effect of
this parameter see table 6.

RINTPRD >1.0 2.0 Approximate ratio between rate of
change of target weights between dif-
ferent integration periods. An in-
crease in this parameter increases
the sensitivity of the multiplier ad-
justment to recent target experience.

RATIOINT zO.0 2.0 Ratio of longest integration geriod
used to the theoretical*--a low value
allows higher sensiti-icy without os-
cillations in the values of the La-
grange multipliers, but too low a
value makes convergence to the correct
stockpile sensitive to statistics of
the target list. If the target list
contains targets with heavy ballistic
missile defenses or if a large frac-
tion of the weapons is assigned by the
fixed assignment capability, this param-
eter value should be increased (to 4.0

or above if necessary).
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Table 3. (Part 4 of 6)

NAME RANGE DEFAULT DESCRIPTION

SNSTVY i0.0 0.1 Controls sensitivity of multiplier ad-
justment during early phases. Too
high a sensitivity can cause oscilla-
tions in multipliers. If the param-
eter RATIOINT is increased, this parm-

eter should be decreased, and vice
versa.

FSNSTVTY 0.0 1.0 Controls sensitivity of multiplior ad-
justment during latter part of alloca-
tion. If the parameter SETTLE is in-
creased, this parameter should be de-
creased, and vice versa.

CLOSE >1.0 1.05 Must be greater than 1.00. Excess over
1.00 determines magnitude of closing
force relative to Lagrange multipliers
at start of closing phase (PROGRESS -
1.0).

DELTVAL 0.0-1.0 .005 Maximum fractional difference in time-
dependent target value permitted in
the same time-of-arrival cell. (Wl11
be automatically increased in available
calls are exceed2d -- a high value
allows slightly faster operation -- a
low value increases accuracy of rime-
of-arrival calculations.)

PRM 0.0-1.0 .5 Controls value of quadratic premium
before PRUGRESS - 1.0. Must lie be-
tween 0 and 1.0. Higher values give
more stable performance.

STALADJ 0.0-1.0 .5 Determines extent to which STALL favors
high unit profit versus efficiency in
selecting weapons for initial laydown
of each target. Should be adjusted to
minimize lOPS for run, so long as it
does not adversely affect total payoff.

CLOSER :!0.0 4.0 Controls rate of increase in CLOSE or
closing force per pass over target sys-
tem. High values will close allocation
to exact stockpile more rapidly but will
cost more in payoff to do so.
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Table 3. (Part S tf 6?

NAFYJ RANGE DEFAULT DESCRIPTIMN

QUALITY 0.0-1.0 0.5 Controls extent to which STALL will
atct.pt to refine allocation for each
target. Should be sai xs low an
possible for fast vperation, so long
ts total payoff is not reduced. ir
cases tried so far, half refinement
works well; but this rhould not be
assumed.

IVERI Y 0, 1, 2 0 Controls the operation of the alloca-
tor after the final weapon allocation
has been determined. A value of 0 is
used to terminate processing at this
phase. A value of I will verify the
optimality of the payoff by processing
another pass through the target list
(called the verification pass) with no
premiums and the values of the Lagrange
multipliers frozen at their final weap-
on allocation values. The differences
in profit bet,.een the end of the weapon
allocation and the end of the verifica-
tion pass is a strict upper bound on
the difference between the payoff at
the end of weapon allocation and the
optimal payoff. A value of 2 for
IVERIFY is used to evaluate the final
weapon allocacion using the value of
CORR2 in place of CORR as the SMAT
array multiplier.

svriL >0.0 1.0 Controls the number of passes at
PROGRESS - .75 before PROGRESS is set
to 1.00 and closing begins. Larger
numbers give more exact multipliers.
However, 1.00 usually is quite ade..
quate. A value of SETTLE less than
1.00 can yield a very suboptimal allo-
cation if defective allocations prior
to PROGRESS = .i are not replaced in
closing (see parameter FSNSTVTY).
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Table 3. (Part 6 of 6)

NAM RANGE DEFAULT DES CRTPTION

ERR2LOS 0.0-1. .001 frovides one control of the ternina-
tion of weapon allocation processin8
(ALLOCATE function). If VALEER <
VIIW,4S * EPRCLOS, where VALWRR is
the absolute value of the sum of the
LAgrange multipliers for All under-or,.
over-allocated weapons, and VALMlCS isj
the sum of the Lagrangn iiltipliers for
all weapons Ir the stockq ile, then the
weapon allocation process will termin-
ate normally. The complete set of nor-
mal terminating conditions fcr this
function is described in the Termina-
tion of ALLOCATE Functior..
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Table 4, Acceptable Values for SMAT Array Indices

J Index. Failure Modes

J W. I .|!MON IC DESCRIPTION

1 SBL Survival before launch
2 CC Reliability of command and control system
3 REL Weapon system hardware reliability
4 PEN Penetration probability
5 STK Probability of target kill by warhead

I Index. Weapon Attributes

I NAME DESCRIPTION

1 ALL Shared by all weapons in the stockpile
2 GROUP Weapons of same class, type; region, and alert

status whose launch bases are close to one
another

3 REGION Region of launch base
4 CLASS Weapon class, either bomber or missilo
S TYPE Weapon type (e.g., B-S2G, Poseidon)
6 ALERT The alert status of the weapon, either alert

or nonalort

Tabie 5. Default Values for SMAT Array

ATTRIBUTES

I 1 1 2 3 4 S 6

J ALL GROUP REGION CLASS TYPE ALERT

I SBL 0 .10 .10 .40 .10 0
FAILURE 2 CC 0 .20 .30 .10 .10 0

3 REL 0 .05 0 .10 .20 0
MODES 4 PEN 0 0 .10 .20 .20 0

S STK 0 0 0 0 0 0
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Table 6. SIMAT Array for HIRV Sys~ts
(FAQCIRV - 0.5 and FACHIRV a 1.0)

FACMIRV a O.S

ATTRIBUTES

A',L GROUP REGION CLASS TYPE ALERT

SBL 0 .25 .10 .40 .10 0
FAILURE CC 0 .35 .30 .10 .10 0

REL 0 .38 0 .10 .20 0
MODES PEN 0 0 .10 .20 .20 0

STK 0 0 0 0 0 0

FACMIRV - 1.0

ATTRIBUTES

ALL GROUP REGION CLASS TYPE ALERT

SBL 0 .40 .10 .40 .10 0
FAILURE CC 0 .50 .30 .10 .10 0

REL 0 .70 0 .10 .20 0
MODES PEN 0 0 .10 .20 .20 0

STK 0 0 0 0 0 0
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3.3.1.1 Input Prints. These prints are of two types. First the input
parameters, print options and group restrictions are produced as a
standard uncorntopin at the ouset of the execution. Included in

this point is timing Information concerning the data input process. The
display of flag, location, and HIRV restrictions, and range modifications
appear only if there wan user input of that kind. This print is illus-
trated in figure 18.

The second input print is controlled as option 1 but appears only for the
first target and first pass. This print displays basic weapon group data
and is shown in figure 19.

3.3.1.2 Standard Allocation Prints.

3.3.1.2.1 Detailed Weapon Allocation Data. These prints (print options
2 and 16) display the allocation to eachi target as the target is pro-
cessed. Figures 20 and 21 display these prints. The print displayed in
figure 20 is print number 16 and appears only preceding data for targets
with terminal ballistic missile defenses. The quantities:

DPROFIT - PROFIT - OPROFIT

SDPROFIT m DPROFIT

DELTEFF = DPROFIT/VALWPNS

SDELTEFF - SDPROFIT/VALWPNS

require some explanation. These quantities are computed and the latter

two are printed out in the standard option 2* to help the user in evalu-
ating the progress of the allocation. The quantity OPROFIT represents
the "profit" of the old allocation to the target evaluated in terms of
the present values of the Lagrange multipliers. DPROFIT is thus a mea-
sure of the improvement in profit using the new allocation. Up until
PROGRESS - 1.0 this quantity io summed over all targets (one complete
pass only), to give SDPROFIT. Thus when the multipliers have been near
the correct values for one full pass the value of SDPROFIT should be
small. To provide a standard relative value for interpreting these
quantities, they are divided by the value of all weapons VALWPNS,**

VALWPNS - XNWNS(G) * LAMEF(G)

to obtain DELTEFF and SDELTEFY whic:t measure changes in profit as a
fraction of the total value of all weapons.

See column labeled (P-O)/VWPS in this print, headings 17 and 27 in
figure 21.

**
The value of NWPNS does not include the weapons fixed by the user.
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SALVOED WEAPON STOCKPILE (AFTR REMOVAL OF FIXED WEAPONS)

SALVO
OUP 2 3 4 5 24

5 5 5 5..... 5
2 2 2 2 0 0 .... 0
3 3 0 1 3 1 ..... 0
4 0 0 0 1 5 ..... 0

IHEADIING LABEL DSCRIPTION

@ GROUP Group number

SALVO Salvo number

-- Number of wenpo c Ln salvo for this group

Figure 19. (Part 2 of 2)
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DEFENDED TARGET - HISDEF u 3, NBLN u -3

(® Number of terminal ballistic missile interceptots

© Allocation type designator, If positive, allocation
did not try to allocate more "objects" (yarheads and
decoys) to target than the number of MD interceptors
at the target. (This is a leakage tactic.) If this
value is negative, more objects were allocated than
the number of 4D interceptors. (This is an exhaustion
tactic.)

Figure 20. Defended Target Summary Print
(Print Option 16)
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The quantity SDELTEFF therefore provides an estimate of 1w efficient
the allocation would have been if the allocation had been terminated
one pass earlier. Presumably, the current efficiency is substantially
highec, but SDELTEFF does not, at this point, give any indication of
how much. It is neverthelens of value in developing experience on hbow
soon the PROGRESS .75 ph.ie can be terminated. Mien PROGRESS is equal
to 1.00 the multipliers are frozen, and this role of SDELTEFF ceases to
be relevant. Tile quantity is then reset to zero. Thereafter i" pro-
vides a measuro of the effect an the profit of closing to the exact
stockpile. Usually during tht closing phase SDELTEFF goes plightly nega-
tive. However, since during this phise we continue to replace alloca-
tions originally produced with slightly different values of the multi-
pliers, the value may go positive for a while until the closing forces
get large enough to force closure even at cone loss of profit. Thus the
value of SDELTEFF at the end of tie PROGRESS - 1.0 phase measures the
loss of profit associated with closing. In the event that closing re-
quires more than one full pass a test has been iuserted which causes
SDELTEFF to continue to accumulnte over more than one pass when PROGRESS
- 1.0.

Finally, when PROGRESS n 2.0 the quantity is again set equal to zero.
If a verification pass is carried out, SDELTEFF then mensures any in-
crease In profit in the verification pnss relative to the final alloca-
tion. In this role it defines an upper limit on the inefficiency of
the actual allocation.

3.3.1.2.2 Summary :eaon Allocation Data. This print (print option 4)
displays a summary of the weapon allocation. It always appears at the
end of the weapon allocation process. If a verification pass is made,
this print appears at the end of that pass. Figure 22 displays this
print.

3.3.1.2.3 Timing Information for ALLOCATE Function. This print (option
23) displays the amount of time spent in processing the various phases
of weapon allocation.

3.3.1.2.4 Termination of ALLOCATE Function. The ALLOCATE function will
terminate normally on one of three conditions:

a. More than 1.5 passes while PROGRESS - 1.0

b. IVALERRI <VALWPNS * ERRCLOS, where VALERR is the absolute value
of the sum of the Lagrange multipliers for all under- or over-
allocaLed weapons, VALWPNS is the sLm of the Lagrange multipliers
for all weapons in Lhe stockpile, and ERRCLOS is a user-input
parameter for the ALLOCATE function.

c. SUMSQL'RR <1/(lO*NTGTS 2) where NTGTS equals the number of tar-
gets and SMISQERR equals the sum of the squares of the alloca-
tion error estimates.
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d. If convergence is unlikely, i.e., PROGRESS - 0.75 is hot
achieved by the end of PASS 3, the run will be terminatcd
(see Error Messages, ALLOCATE Function, message 13).

When condition 1-3 occurs, the mossage "FINAL WEAPON ALLOCATION"* is
printed followed by a print of options 2, 4, and 23. If the input param-
eter IVERIFY is nonzero, a verification pass is then made. At the end of
the verification pass, or Immediacely following prints described above,
the message "END OF WEAPON-TARGET PROCESSING" is printed, followed by a
print of options 2, 4, and 23.

3.3.1.3 Detailed Prints. These prints are described according to their
print option as follows.

a. Print Option 1 (Basic Weapon Group Information). This print is
a standard print described in figure 19.

b. Print Option 2 (Weapon Allocation). This print is a standard
print described in figure 21.

c. Print Option 4 (Weapon Allocation Summary). This print is i
standard print described in figure 22.

d. Print Option 5 (Target Weight Information). This is a print of
data on target weights and rates of change of weights. Figure
23 displays thin print.

e. Print Option 6 (Basic Target Data). This print displays the
basic target data prior to the allocation of weapoas to the
target. Figure 24 displays this print.

f. Print Option 7 (Weapon/Target Interaction Data). This print dis-
plays the basic weapon/target interaction data before weapon
allocation. Figure 25 displays this print.

g. Print Options 8, 9, 10. These prints are debug prints described
in the next section.

h. Print Option 11 (Initial Values of Lagrange Multipliers). This
print, available only at the start ef the ALLOCATE fu:.ction,
prints tht initial values of the local Lagrange multipliers.
Figure 26 displays this print.

i, Print Options 12 and 13. These prints are debug princs de-
scribed In the next section.

J. Print Option 16 (Defended Target Suimary). This print is a
standard print described in figure 20.

*i

For condition 4, the referenced error message is printed.
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PRINT NO, 5

01 @2
W7FAC 6( 7,28011+000 7,28011+000 7128011.000

WTRATE 1.flOflOO+nOo 1,00000.000 1100000.000
WTSUH 2,00786+002 2,00786+002 2z012874002

HEADING LABEL DESCRIPTION

G) 1 Column for first (shortest) integration
period

© 2 Column for second integration period

3 Column for third (longest) integration

period

0 WTFAC Current running target weight in each
integration period

MTRATE Rate of increase of target weights in
each integration period

WTSUM Sum of target weights in each integration

period

Figure 23. Print Option 5 - Target

Wetght Information
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1610.0 TGT1IA)4 TcTLAT TaQONo TORAD Tal"ULT CTNULT

9 KARP INSK 59 7~.5 311SS 0 1919 Lq, 1,01 n oo

IP4CLASS II4TYPE TANDE; KISoIV ?TfNKILL R~AXKL ~ACS

G ItNUCSTO OWUCTOR 1 * * 1,11 too$

HEADING UML tD.SRIPTION

(1) TGMh Target num~ber (assigntd by ILARSET)

(I) TON"M Target name
(jM~LAT Target Latitude

T CrLW ~ Taget Longitude
Q) TGTAD T.:get radius (nautical miles)

0 TGTM~LT Target multiplicity (original)
OCTJLT Target multiplicity (current)

NK Number or time value compoents

111IICLASS Target class name

IIP Target type name

©TARDEF Level of terminal bomber defense
HIStiEF Number or terminal ballistic missile Interceptors

6) iNKILL minimum required kill probability

MUXILL Paxistum desired kill probebility
NAXCOST ?Uiessa ratio of weapon coat to target value a(c.optable

to athieva SINXILL
raction of value reasinins. in *adh tie period

TAU Terminating time of *wti tit- co~onent

Figi~ra Pri.nt Option 6--Basic Target Data
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PRINT 40, 7

ITOTD Via NO

N5 1103 Ct0

010A T1LT0A G)VT0AMl 0J011) O)SSlUill OVTOAM2 OMuPe2) OSSIO2I'

el 0.20 7.25 1,28 0.56 0,48
2 0.20 7.25 7,28 0.5' 0,88
31 0.20 7.2A 7,20% 0.56 0,66
4 0.23 7.26 7,26 0.56 0.46

5 0.22 7.25 7,26 0.56 066
4 0.21 7.28 7,28 0,54 066

7 0.59 2,95 2.85 4.32 0,25
1 0.56 2.85 2,45 04J2 0.2S
9 0.43 7.28 7.18 0,56 0,A?

10 0.34 7.28 7,28 0,54 40
11 .1.21 7,28 7.20 1.10 Z,75
12 9.21 0.00 0,00 0.14 0,07I13 .1.21 7.28 .1.28 1.07 2,54
14 9.21 0.00 0,00 oils 0.07
15 .1,21 7.28 7,28 1,19 .1.29
1& 3.Q5 7068 7,28 1.17 311
17 9.05 0.00 0.00 0.14 0,05

C, TCT Target number (assigned by program ?IAN=~t)

0VTO Value Ianns oaomhrdeonentoe

for a rIdmegaton grubursta

06 Group number

0 IDA Time of veapon arrival (hours)

0TVALTOA Value. at risk, In this time of arrival period

0 OTOAMI value of first hardness component at time of arrival

)4JTPl Kill factor (or first hardnaos component

0SSICMl Differential kill tartar for first hardness component

~~. ~Some as 01 tar second hardness componnt (blank If
on* component

(3 HA Lethal radius It. nautical milas of each hardness component
for A one megaton air burst

6DIM D13 esired height of burst CO -groundi I - air)

____Figure 25. Print Option 7--Weapon/Target Interaction Data
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k. Print Options 19, 20, 21, and 22. These prints are debug prints
described in the next section.

1. Print Option 23 (Timing Information). This print displays timing
data on the processing during the ALLOCATE function. Figure 27
displays this print. All times are shown in units of minutes.
In each column there are two rows of times. The top row is the
amount of time recorded in the lost call to the timing subrou-
tine for this purpose. The second row is the Eum of the times
recorded.

m. Print Option 24. This print is a debug print described in the
next section.

n. Print Option 25 (Inactive Array). This print displays the value
of the inactive flags during processing. These flags determine
which weapons may be allocated to each target. The code for the
inactive flags is:

- 100 Currently on target.

0 Active. Hay be allocated to target.

+ 100 Inactive. Hay not be allocated to target.

2000 Conditionally active. May be allocated to meet
MINKILL.

30000 Conditionally active. Hay be allocated to meet
MINKILL.

Codes 2000 and 30000 are similar but arise at different stages
of processing in subroutine WAD. Figure 28 displays the format
of this print.

0
INACTIVE FLAGS

-100 0 100 2000 30000 100 0 0

HEADING LABEL DESCRIPTION

INACTIVE FLAG Inactive codes for all groups, 20 groups
per line, ascending order left to right

Figure 28. Print Option 25--Inactive Array
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0 Print Option 26 (Bomber Penetration Probability). This print
displays the results of the penetration probability calcula-
tions performed by subroutine GZTDTA in the first pass.

p. Print Options 27, 28, 29 and 30. These prints are debug prints
described in the next section.

3.3.1.4 Debug Prints. These print options are used to investigate prob-
lems which may arise in allocating weapons. Because of the nature of
these prints, the description of the varinbles printed is somewhat in-
complete unless the user becomes familiar with the details of program
ALOC. The last print described in this section is obtained if the value
of the user input parameter IMATCHI is set to 100.

a. Print Option 8 (Risk Array). This print displays the RISK array
before the allocation begins on each target. This array con-
tains the estimates of the cross correlation factors affecting
weapon effectiveness. Figure 30 displays the format of this
print.

b. Print Option 9 (Marginal Value for Currently Allocated Weapons).
This print summarizes the weupons assigned to the present tar-
get and the marginal values for each. (See print option 22 for
companion print for potential weapons.) Figure 31 displays the
format of this print.

c. Print Option 10 (Weapon Profit and Efficiency Information). This
print displays the variables transmitted from subroutine WAD to
subroutine STALL. Figure 32 displays the format of this print.

d. Print Option 12 (Weapon-Target Calculation Synopsis). This print
gives a synopsis of the actual weapun-target calculations per-
formed in subroutine WAD. Figure 34 displays this print.

e. Print Option 13 (Payoff Calculations). This print displays thu
results of the calculations for payoff for weapon addition and
deletion. Fi3ure 34 displays the format of this print.

f. Print Option 19 (Planning Factors for Terminal BMD Targets).
This print summarizes the planning factors for targets with
terminal ballistic missile defenses (BMD). Figure 35 displays
the format of this print.

g. Print Option 20 (WADOUT Summary). This print summarizes the
variables output by subroutine WADOUT. Figure 36 displays chis
print.

h. Print Option 21 (Allocation Error Estimates). This print lists
all the allocation error estimates (ALLEREST). Figure 37 dis-
plays this print.
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Nt4. ® NTOA , WADOP ® W- 0 , 0

NWp 0-4
VAL

M®.@

vs

vs 1

VSN

SIG
VTG

Figure 33. Print Option 12--Weapon Target
Calculation Synopsis

(Part 1 of 2)
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I PREHILRI(I) NIID(KK) NTDEC(KK) VTO LAM(I)0 G .9

HEADING LABEL DESCRIPTION

0 I Group number

PREMIUM(I) Premium for weapon

0 NWIID(KK) Number of warheads per weapon

0 NTDEC(KK) Number of terninal decoys per
weapon

Vro Original target value

LAN(I) Lagrange multiplier for weapon

Figure 35. Print Option 19--Planning
Factors-Terminal BID Targets
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PAYOFF COST PROFIT SUMPREM TBENEFIT PPMX TPMX DPMN

GO@® (G ® ® @ ©

HEADING LABEL DESCRIPTION

0 PAYOFF Value destroyed on target

© COST Sum of Lngrange multipliers of weapons
on target

© PROFIT - ©
0 SUMPREM Cumulative premiums for all targets

TBENEFIT Total benefit tlhis target

PPMX Maximum marginal profit of potential
weapons

TPMX Maximum marginal profit yet encountered

DPMN Maximum profit for weapon deletion

Figure 36. Print Option 20--WADOUT Summary
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LA RUNSLM ALLEREST

HEADING LABEL DESCRIPTION

--- Local multiplier index (attribute)

Q LA Lagrange multiplier for this index

RUNSUI Running sum of first integration period

product ofI RUNSUM target weight second integration period
and number d
of weapons

R.SI allocated third integration period

ALLEREST Estimate of first integration period

O ALLUREST error in second integration period

ALLEREST allocation rate third integration period

Figure 37. Print Option 21--Allocation Error Estimates
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i. Print Option 22 (Marginal Value of Potential Weap, s). This
print summarizes the data on marginal payoffs for weapons which
may be added to the target. The resulting decision by subrou-
tine STALL is also printed. This print is a comparison to
print option 9. Figure 38 displAys print option 22; figure 39
shows STALL dacision messages.

J. Print Option 24 (Termination Control). This print terminates
the run with the message "REQUESTED DUMP." The run oborts and
the operating system gives a memory dump.

k. Print Option 27 (Missile Rate of Return). This print displays
the beat rate of return achieved by any missile in the computa-
tions by subroutine DEFALOC. Figure 40 displays this print.

1. Prir.t Option 28 (Terminal BD Target Allocation). This print
displays the allocation to a target with terminal ballistic
missile defenses (BXD) and the resulting target residual value
as computed by subroutine RESVAL. Figure 41 displays this
print.

m. Print Option 29 (Salvoed Group Information). This print displays
the Lagrange multiplier (for i:he first salvo), the balance param-
eter, and number of weapons overallocated from each ,,alvo for
missile groups with a launch interval. Fxactly ellocated sal-
voes have zero entries, underallocated salvoes have negative
entries, and overallocated salvoes have positive entries (an
entry of -3 means the salvo is underallocated by 3 weapons).
Figure 42 displays this print.

n. Print Option 30 (Bomber Payload Indicators). This print displays
the average value destroyed (excluding DBL and REL), the actual
fraction of weapons that are ASMs, the payload indicator, and
the currently allocated fraction of weapons that are ASMs for
each bomber group. These factors are used in the selection of
gravi:-v bombs or ASMs on each target. Figure 43 displays this
print.

IMATCH - Target Value Calculations for MINKILL/MAXKILL

This priat is produced on ,very target if the value of the user input
parameter IMATCH is set equal to 100. Figure 44 displays this print.

3.3.2 Error Messages. The error messages for ALOC are shown in figure
45. If any of messages 1-9 appear, the run is terminated after the first
overlay and only the input processing takes place.
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POTENTIAL WEAPONS

GROUP ACT MC PAYOFF MRG COST hIRG PROFIT EiFICIENCY BENEFITQ Q @ (D @ @ 07

PVR/-O, PP/OP PREh/DPREM SURPWP PENX
@ @ 0 @ @ @

DEcIsION mADE NEAR STALPRIN u @

HEADING LABEL DESCRIPTION

Q GROUP Group number

ACT Value of inactive flag
MRG PAYOFF Marginal payoff for weapon
4RG COST Value of Lagrange multiplier for weaponQ MRG PROFIT Marginal profit C - 0 )
EFFICIENCY Weapon efficieucy ( j / (D)
BENEFIT Profit including premium and damage

constraints
Pa/O.O (PVR) modified efficiency

G PP/DP (PP) perceived profit (Q - 40)
PREM/DPREM (PREM) weapon premium for adding weapon
SURPWP Estimated error in number of weapons used
PENX Weapon penetration probability

@ --- Prererred penetration corridor
STALPRIN Indicator of location in subroutine STALLsource code of call on subroutine WAD

producing this print
--- Description of decision by subroutine STALL

(see figure 69)

Figure 38. Print Option 22-4Iarginal Value of Potenttal Weapons
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1. ADD Q
2. DELETE 0

3. RECALL PRIOR ALLOCATION

4. TERIINATE STALL ALLOCATION

MESSAGE DESCRIPTION

1. Add weapon from group 0
2. Delete weapon from group 0j

3. Restore previous allocation. Used
only on verification pass when
IVERIFY = 2

4. Return with current allocation

Figure 39. Messages of Decision by Subroutine STALL
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RATH (D)

HEADING LABEL DESCRIPTION

RATH Best rate of return for missile

Figure 40. Print Option 27--Missile Rate of Return

I ' RESVAL VTD "

I WEAPONS OF TYPE

HEADING LABEL DESCRIPTION

01 VTD Residual target value for following
allocation

-- - Number of weapons assigned from
group 0

03 --- GrQup number

Figure 41. Print Option 28.-Terminal D Target Allocation
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- UX: O SALVO
GROUP PAIWITLTIt LMIIWA 1 2 3 4 . 24

@D.95 POO0 3 14  '1 2 1 0
2 .0 .004.2 0 0 3 8 ..... 0

IIAD lUN LATIM IESCT, PTI OM

TARGET NUIIIBER Target numbor as assigned by
PLUNSET

2 SALVO Salvo nminber

3 GROUP Group nunaber
4 BALAIICE PARAMTER Balance parameter (P)

5 ORIGINAL LAIBDA MulLiplier for first salvo

-- Number of wecapoas allot-&ted
in each salvo for each nalvoed
grouo

Figure 42. Print Option 29-Salvoed
Group Information
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GROUP AVDE FASM ISETPAY EXPASH

( 2 @0.232 @o.olo ® 10.500
3 0.591 0.110 0 0.100

reAVING DESCRIPTIONGROUP Group number (Only bomber groups are

printed)

AVDE Absolute average difference in value
destroyed between ASM and bomb

FASH Fraction of currently allocated Veapons in
group which are ASZs

ISETPAY Payload indicator for neXt target to beprocessed. Zero for gravity bomb use;

one for t.SK use

0 EXPASH Actual fraction of weapons in the group
which are ASs

Figure 43. Print Option 30 - Bomber

Payload Indicators
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vTo vr vrzo (DO IFLGM IFLGMX (D SVMIN

cWWAX G VIMIN @ VDIAX (D ALPHA

HEADING LABEL DESCRIPTION

Q VTO Original target value

VT Residual value

VTZO Residual value ignoring time dependcnce

IFLGHN Flag showing achievement of HMXKILL

IFLGMX Flag showing achievement of MINKILL

SVV7IN Vlni.m allowed residual target value

ignoring time dependence of value

(SMTIAX Maximum allowed residual target value
ignoring time dependence of value

VTIN Minimum allowed residual target value
considering tire dependence of value

VTX Maxi um allowed residUai target value
considering time dependmvce of value

ALPHA Cost factor used to achieve MINKILL

Figure 44. IMATCH Pri~st--Target Value Calculations
for HINKILLMAXKILL
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1 ERROR IN INPUT FOR FLAGREST.

Error in FLAGREST claust, -- check order of parameters.

2 ERROR IN INPUT FOR LOCREET.

Error in LOCREST clause -- check order of parameters and -mke
sure all country location codes are valid.

3 ERROR IN MIRVREST CLAUSE.

Check order of parameters and make sure all class names are
valid.

4 ERROR IN READU L INPUT.

Error in READMUL clause -- check order of parameters, validity
ef flags. If old unit inoluded check its; validity.

5 ERROR IN ONFRINTS.

Check order of parameters.

b ERROR IN SETTING CLAUSE.

Make sure all attributes arc ALOC parameters.

7 ERROR IN SMAT CLAUSE.

Check order and validity of pnramcterH.

ERROR IN INTU' FOR MINRANGE.

Error in MINRANGE clause --- check order of parameters.

9 EROR IN INPUT FOR MODRANGE.

Error in MODRANGE clause -- chrek order of parameters.

10 TARGET @ HAS MORE THAN 30 WEAPONS FLIXED

Th, user has requested jjxed assignmnt of wre than 30 wea-
por on target number Q) . This target does not have terminal
balllt'.- missile defenses and only the first 30 weapone are
fixed co the target. The rciraining requests for this target
are ignored.

Figure 45. ALOC Module Error Messages (Part I of 3)
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11 UNSATISFACTORY PROGRESS. RUN TERMINATED

After chree full passes through the target liat the valu, of
PROGRESS is less than 0.75. The probability that the alloca-
tion process will converge to the correct stockpile at thispoint is very low. The job is therefore trminatced. There
are a large ntnbcr of conditions which can cause this problem.A close check on the values of thev targe t and planning factors
should be mcde to see if til desired valucts are being used.
If a run of this function with all default uner input param-
eters does not renwve this prnblem, -onsult a vaintenance pro-
gratr.r

12 FIXED ASSRGINMET REQUIEST NOT HONORED FOR GRg ON TARGET
DESIG -NUE.XNO TARGET NO.
TAGET O.-PROBLFN IS(

The user has requested a fixed assignment of t weapon from
group q to a tairgeL with d fignator code @ , index num-
ber G , and target number 4) . The request cannot be hon-
ored and the weapon is ntL allocated at all (to any rtrget).
The reason for not honoring the request Js given in * The
reasons are as follown:

o CNTRYL -- Restriction by country code (LOCREST option)
o FLAG -- Restriction by flag code (FAGREST option)
o HINRAN -- Restriction by rinimum range (MINRANGE option)
o HIRV -- Restriction of MIRV weaponn (MIRVREST option)
o NAVAL -- Restriction of weaponu with PKNAV - 0 to tar-

gets to class NAVAL and vice versa
o PENETE -- Inadequate capability to penetrate to the

target
o RANGE -- Inadequate range to reach the target (possi-

bly RANEMMOD option)
0 VALUE - 0 -- target h: zero value at the weapon time

of arrival. (Data base entry or possibly
VALUE,,OD option of modtile PREFALOC.)

13 LOOP -Q

In this message @ is the total number of targets encountered
so far on which more than 100 weapon oddition or deletion op-
erations (1OP) were required beore aubroutine STALL termin-
ated the allocation process. Once this condition occurs, this
message is printed as every succeeding target is processed.
On each target with more than 100 weapon addition or deletion
operations, the value of Q is incremented by one. Thismessage is for Information only; no tiser action is required.

Figure 85. (Part 2 f 3)
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14 TARGET (j1 ZINKILL IEQU1P%:, TCR ANNY WEAPONS

On target with target number @ , a target with terminal bal-
listic missile defensvs, the required minimum target destruc-
tion probability cannot be achieved after an allocation of 40!
of the total vissile force that can reach this target. The
program cov'_ hues using the allocation of 40% of each missile
group that csn be allocated to this target. This message is
for iWformation only; no user action is required.

is 1011JER FRO. GROUP81 C1JO:T BE FIXED IN A MISSILE SATURATION
ATTACK ON TARGET - INDEX ' )TAUG1r1-
The user has fixed a bomber weapon from grup I on a target
where he has fixed more than 30 weapons. The only case where
up excess of 30 weapons is allowed is a missile saturation
attack on a target with terminal ballla-c missile defenses.
The fix request for this bomber weapon 'a ignored and process-
ing proceeds. The target name is dismlayed na th index
,tr or ans ; the target number as (9.

Figure 45. (Part 3 of 3)
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SECTION 4. MODULE EVALALOC

4.1 Cenoral Purrosa

The purpose of =dule EVALALOC is to suimmarizo the planned allocation of
weapons to targets and provide an expected-value estimate of the revults.
Provision is also included to evaluate the allocation for vAriatlons in
values .f selected parameters associated with the weapons and targets.

EVALALOC may be run at two stages of plan development, immediately after
module ALOC o1 inamediately after module PLANOUT. If run after ALOC the
analysis of aim point offsets is not included in the allocation evalua-
tion since the desired ground zeros (DGZs for complex targets) are not
known at this stage of processing (these DGZs are established by module
ALOCOUT). The evaluation of EVALALOC, therefore, is an upper limit
estimate which assues that each target element in a complex is directly
targeted. When run after PIANOUT, however, weapon aim points offsets
are included in the expected-value computatiorts.

EVALALOC processes the targets one at a time. For each target (or target
element of a complex target), the ,eapons assigned are collected and
ordered by dime of arrival. Surviving target values are calculated,
utilizing the same damage functions used in module ALOC (subroutine WAD),
except that correlations are ignored.

After the survival probability for each target is computed, the target
and the allocated weapons are processed and categorized for processing
purposes*

When all targets have been processed, the results are sumarized and

printed.

4.2 Xputs

The execution of module EVALALOC is initiated by the verb EVALUATE uhich
may contain the following adverbs:

0 SETTING - Used to set probability of KLII by terminal BHD
and the type of damage law

o ONPRINTS - Used to turn on detailed target prints

0 SORT - A stand alone clause. It's presence causes the
detailed targnt prints to be vorted by area,
country location, and DESIC

0 TGThOD - Introduces a clause whereby target attributes may
be altered and the allocation evaluated accordingly
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o WPNMOD - Introducen a clnuw newhereby weapnn attributes mnay
be altered anod the allocations evaluated accordingly

o COUNTRIES - Evaluation of the allocation my be conducted only

on those targets uiach reside within the country
locations as introduced by this adverb

All adverbs for this module are optional; the verb by itself can be suf-
ficient for A succeisful execution.

The general form of EVALALOC comannd is:

EVATLjATE _____ PKY

[[.ODrT__ 
[to .____ [SORT]

ALLTGT L Paramoter, valun -ent'cn-tyve

w ~eapon type ] L -p-rjimete~ . .

ALLWT C
BOMBER )
WEAPO - e YIELD
GROUP-ixrou-number

ELattribute , [type indicator I...j

c___-____ ___ _ vz,,. . . . vluel
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4.2.1 Mode of ,xecution. Normally, EVALALOC evaluates the allocation
using all parameters as defined within the data base. However, to per-
mit sensitivity analysis, the cited adverbs permit the altering of

h selected target or weapon attributes and performing the evaluation on

tho altered v.lues. Any number combinations of defined adverbs may be

en.ecuted within one command. Each combination constitutes a c:cle over
the entire target list for every set of adverbs. In effect, the ndule

counts the occurrence of adverbs and when any adverb occurs a second tire

(or there are no more adverbs) tihe current adverbs are used. Then, be-

ginning with the adverb that caused the execution, the counts begin again.

Consider a desire to execute EVALALOC for the default value of PKTX

( 0.) and an analysis of results for a value of PKTX..:l The coiand
could be

EVALUATE SETTING PKTX-0. SETTING PKTX.-.1

Two separatu calculations wil? be conducted over the target assignment

list. A second possible commcnd could be:

EVALUATE EVALU ATE SETTING PKTX-. I

Both ocmands produce identical results.

4.2.2 The SETTING Adverb. Used to set the probability of kill by ter-

minal BID (PKTX) or to et the damage law for area targets (LAW). PKTX

asm-nes a range from zero to one and has a default value of zero. LAW

can cq .al either POWER or SQUAROOT and has a default of POWER.

4.2.3 TIe OPRINTS Adverb. This adverb causes detailed target related

information to be printed. The number following this adverb defines

the highest target number to be printed. If the adverb is not supplied,

only the summarizing tables will be produced.

4.2.4 The SORT Adverb. Detailed target prints are supplied in target

number order if the SORT adverb is absent. The inclusion of SORT

causes the detailed print to be order by area, country location and

DESIG. The SORT adverb is a ctand alone clause.

4.2.5 The TGTMOD Adverb. This clause is used to alter target parameters:

VW Nl (hardness of first component); VOZ (original value of first hard-

ness component); T(l) (first time component of the target); FVAL.T1

(fraction of value in first time component); PEN (probability that

weapon will penetrate to target). The form of the phrase or phrases

is the target-type (or ALLTGT meaning all target types) 6pecified by a

series of phrases each preceded by a slash. Each phrase is the target
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par neter to be changed followed by a comas and the now value of the
target psramater. The target parameter will be altered for all records
belonging to the given target-type. If the target parameter is PEN,
the value m.'y be followed by a parenthetical expression indicating the
weapon types affected by this penetration probability. As an example,
if the user wants to changa the fcaction of value at the first time
component for all targets to I and the penetration probability to
target type PAR for BEARS and BI1ON to .1 the input is:

TGTHOD ALLTGT/FVALT1, 1. PAR/PE11, .1 (PEARBISON)

4.2.6 The WMOD Adverb. This optional clause is used to modify weapon
attributes used in the evaluation. Four attributes may be rodified:
EEL, CEP, DBL and YIELD. The attributes may be modified for all weapon
types (ALLWP), all bomber types (BOiBER), all missile types (MISSILE),
a particular type or all the weapons in a given weapon group. The form
of the clause is a series of phrases, each begun by the nane of the
type, group (a group is indicated by the mnemonic 'GROUP' followed by
a hyphen then the group number), etc. The type indicator is followed
by up to four items: a slash, then a legal attribute (REL, CEP, DBL,
YIELD), then a comn, followed by the attribute value. For example,
if the user wants to set CEP for all bomber3 to .1 and the YIELD of
144 to 2; a coannd is:

WPNMOD BOMBER/CEP,.l GROUP-144/YIELD,2

4.2.7 The COUNTRIES Adverb. For certain evaluations, it is desiz'ed
that calculations be performed on a subset of vhe target list according
to input values for countries. This optional clause permits the user
to specify which countries (and, hence, individual target records) are
to be used in the evaluation. If the special word SELECT is included
all countries that follow will be evaluated. If DELETE is used, all
countries in the data buse will be evaluated minus those countries
following the word DELETE.

4.3 Output

4.3.1 Standard Output. The initial prints reflect the parameters as
read in from the SETTING adverb and are printed as follows:

DAMAGE LAW OPTION IS THE SQUAREROOT LAW
THE TEI INAL MISSILE INTERCEPTORS HAVE PK-0.950000
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Following evaluation of all target assigrments a print is generated
which indicates how many targets are involved in the evaluation being
performed by EVALALOC. An exerpt of this print is as follows:

THERE ARE IM9 TARGETS OF 1.11ICl 1272 ARE ASSIGNED WEAPONS
AND 2 ARE LEFT ALONE

The number of targets is the number of simple, complex and elements of
multiple targets.

Summaries as outlined in the following subsection are printed. (Only
one of these summaries, the Target Destruction Smary, is provided
when the plan is reevaluated using modified parameters.)

4.3.1.1 Target Destriction SgW~M,. This table summarizes the expected
target value destroyed as a %eSulL of the planned attack (Allocation).
The sun='y, figure 46, shows "real estate" and "QUICK value" destroyed.
The forcor term used to identify the expected target value which would
be destroyed assuming target value is rat time dependent; i.e., dnoz
not degrade over time. "QUICK value" destruction data reflectb the
time-sensitivity of target value as defined in the data base. Ie sum-
mary shows the total expected target value destroyed and the value
destroyed fox each target type (attribute TYPE) within each target
class (attribute CLASS). In addition, the table provides data on the
weapon megatonnage (scheduled and expected to be delivered) which pro-
duced the reported target destruction. The Target Destruction Sumnary
is provided for the initial evaluation and for each reevaluation of the
plan.

4.3.1.2 S gd of avons Allocated. This summary (figure 47) depicts
the number of weapons of each type allocated against each target type.
The first five columns contain target information and the remaining

contain weapon information. The weapon categories in the summary
headings are: (I) ALERT LRA - alert long range aircraft, (2) NONALERT
LRA - nonalert long range aircraft, (3) SLW{ - submarine-launced ballis-
tic missiles, (4) ICBH - intercontinental ballistic missiles, (5) TACTICAL
BOMBERS, (6) VZR&4 - medium range ballistic missiles, and (7) 1RBH -
intcrmedi,.te range ballistic missiles. This summary and the remaining
s-xmarien described below are printed only after the first pass through
EVALALOC print. Any weapon category not listed here will be included
under category ICBM.

Some entrie, in this schedule show allocation of fractional weapons
(see figure 47). This ciruumstance arises when weapons are allocated
to complex targets which include target components ot more than one
type. For each weapon allocated to a complex target, the amount
printed in this summary print reflects the fraction of the weapon allo-
cated to each type as if the weapon were divided proportional to the
value of the target components. For example, assume a complex target
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of value lO. composed of two componlents. One component han value 3.0
an4 is "YPE BISON. The ocher component has value 7.0 and is TYPE RCITY.
Assum further that one weapon of TYPE B-52 is allocated against that
target. This weapon is cona4r ired, for purposes of this summary print,
to be allocated 0.3 to TYPE BISON and 0.7 to TYPE RCITY. In general, if
the component valuz Is VALeH and the total complex value is VALCX, the
fractiotial allocation of each weapon allocated to the type of the com-
ponent 1 VAL01/VALC.(. Note that the totals line of the su=-ary print
shows that an integer nu-,ber of weapons is allocated for the mntire plan.

4.3.1.3 qi __ Le, This table is a summary by wea-
pon category and target type of the expected number of weapons actually
delivered to targets (see figure 481 The entries in this summary are
similar to thost., printed in the preceding summary. The number of wea-
pons delivered Is computed as the number of weapons allocated (as dis-
played in the schedule of weapons allocated) tines the average delivery
probability for cach weapon function/target type combination. Thus,
fractional weapon entries in tho schedule of weapons delivered arise
from two sources. First, the allocated weapons are divided among target
types uithin complexes according to the proportional scheme described in
the preceding section, Schedule of Weapons Allocaut.d. Second, the aver-
age delivery probability may produce a number of weapons "delivered"
that is not ani integer. The number princed in this print is thie expected
number delivered. For example, if 3.0 weapons were allocated to a target
type and the average delivery probability is 0.8, then the expected num-
ber of weapcns delivered is 3.0 x 0.8 - 2.4.

4.3.1.4 Scheduled NeXiatonnawe. This summary depicts the scheduled mega-
tonnage for each target class and type of weapon category. It is illh-
strated and described by figure 49. Fractional entries in this sumnmary
arise from the same source as that described in Schedule 3f Weapons
Allocated.

4.3.1.5 Delivered Menptonnage. Thin summary is identical in format to
the previous one, except that it depicts expected actual delivered mega-
tonnate (see figure 50). Fractional entries in this summary arise from
the same sources as those described in Schedule of Weapons Delivered.

4.3.1.6 AllowableWcapon Tvne Nnmen for _WMNODIF. Normally, the first.
time EVALALOC is run for i. given weapon allocation, the user does not
alter weapon or target parameters. To help the user in subsequent runs,
the following print of allowable weapon type names (i.e., the type names
processed during this evaluation) is provided. This message is printed
immediately after the Schedule of Weapons Delivered suary, as shown
below:

ALLOWABLE WEAPON TYPE NAMES FOR WPNHODIF

SS-6 SS-7 SS-8 SS-9 N-3 N-5 BADGER BISON BEAR
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4.3.1.7 Revised We4on-Target Parameter for Plan Reevaluation. If the
plan is to be evaluated using modified weapon or target parameters, tho
data contained on the WPNW.ODIF, Target selection on country code, anJ
TGTHODIF parameter cards appears as an initial print in the EVALALOC
output which sunmarizes the reevaluation (the TARGET DESTRUCTION SU RY
is provided for each plan evaluation performed during the run, whereas
the other sunmaries are produced only once each run). A sample of the
output message reflecting these data is shown in figure 51.

4.3.2 Nonstandard Output. There is only one non-standard report gen-
erated. This report (figure 52) is produced for the number of targets
indicated within the ONPRINTS clause. If the SORT adverb is absent;
the report produces results in target number order. Otherwise the list
is sorted by the targets' region, country code and designator. A headelr
identifying the region and country of each target is supplied only when
SORT is included in the command.

4.3.3 Error Messages. The error messages generated by module EVALALOC
are shown in figure 53.
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1 (13) Is AN ILLEGAL ADVERB NIMBER FOR EVALUATE -- IT WAS THE

(13)(AW) ADVERB

The indicated adverb is not legal.

2 (15) IS NOT THE VERB FOR EVALUATE -- CHECK COP

Module EVALALOC executed with the incorrect verb.

3 UNEXPECTED FUNCTION CODE OF (A6) FOR (A6) FUNCTION ASSUIED TO
BE (A6)

An unknown function code was encountered. Check data base
entries.

4 ONPRINTS NOT FOLLOWED BY A NUMBER -- NO SAMPLE TARGLTS WILL
BE PRINTED

The print adverb does not specify how many targets are to be
printed.

5 SETTING CLAUSE CONTAINS A NON-ATTRIBUTE (15) (8013)

Check spelling in SETTING clause.

ATTRIBUTE NOT BEING SET TO A CONSTANT

The SETTING clause is restricted to setting the value of an

attribute to a specific value.

7 END OF PHRASE BUT CANNOT FIND MARKER OR CONNECTOR

Check tent English syntax.

8 COUNTRIES NOT FOLLOWED BY INCLUDE EXCLUDE (012) (I5) ASSUMING
INCLUDE

Check for spelling of include/exclude.

COUNTRY CODE NOT FOLLOWED BY CO,2rA OR END OF CLAUSE ( (2013)

(15))

Country codes must be separated by a comna. Check for a

country code which is a COP special word or null.

10 TARGET TYPE NOT FOUND IN TGTMODIF

Check target type spelling in TGTMODIF clause.

Figure 53. EVALALOC Error Messages (Part 1 of 3)
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11 ALPHABETIC COUNTRY CODE YOT FOUND ( (2013) 0 (IS))

See if a country code in tht list is a s-ocial ord or a null.

12 SLASH MISSING AFTER TYPE IN TGTMODIF

Check syntax in TGTHODIF clause.

13 NON-NUMERIC ATTRIBUTE TO BE MODIFIED

Only numeric attributes can be modified.

14 COkA DOES NOT FOLLOW ATTRIBUTE

Check for c.tra spaces in TGTHOD or WPNX.OD clauses.

15 MODIFIER IS NOT NUMERIC

Attribute can only be modified by a numeric factor.

16 LOST AFTER MODIFIER

Operator probably missing in modification clauses.

17 WEAPON TYPE NOT ALPHABETIC

Weapon in TGTHOD clause probably has a blank or an operator
and is not enclosed in quotes.

18 WEAPON NOT FOLLOWED BY ) OR

All weapon types must be separated by commas. Check for a
type name with an operator, that is not enclosed in quotes.

19 NO GROUP IEADER FOR SIDE

Major data base error. Side specified does not have a group
header.

20 NO TARGET LIST

The data base has not been PREPARE'd yet.

21 ATTRIBUTE NUMBER (14) IS NOT GROUP -- CHANGE IGNORED

Check group spelling inputs.

Figure 53. (Part 2 of 3)
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22 'GROUP' NOT FOLLOWED BY DASH -- LOOKING FOR hMBER

'GROUP' and the group nt.iber should be separated by a dash.
Make certain WPNMOD is correct.

23 LOST LOOKING FOR TYPE INDICATOR ( (2013) 0 (I5))

Check WPNMOD clause for split alphanumerics or stray operators.

24 I'WEAPON' NOT FOLLOED BY DASH -- LOOKING FOR TYPE

'iAPON' and the weapon type should be separated by a dash.
Make certain the WPNMOD clause does not have errors.

25 'WEAPON' NOT FOLLOWED BY A NAME

Weapon modification is requested but the type is not specified.
Look for extraneous blanks or operators.

26 MODIFICATION INDICATOR NOT FOLLOWED BY A I

Chock for weapon type with a dash, which is not enclosed in
quotes.

27 ATTRIBUTE TO B MODIFIED ( (13) 0 IS NOT CEP, REL YIELD 0
(15)

Check spelling of text English inputs.

28 ATTRIBUTE NOT FOLLOWED BY COMMA -- ASSUMED MISSING

A comma should operate the attribute and its modification eac-
tor. Check the clause for any other errors.

29 WEAPON MODIFICATION IS NON-NUMERIC -- IGNORED

Weapon attributes can only be modified by a constant.

Figure 53. (Part 3 of 3)
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SECTION 5. MODULE ALOCOUT

5.1 General Purpone

Module ALOCOUT selects optimal aim point offsets for weapons allocated
to complex targets and reorders the weapon group assignment chains for
use within the Sortie Generation subsystems. For missile groups, the
sort in according to salvo number and within salvo, according to attri-
bute RVAL. For bomber groups the new order is a collection of strikes
belonging to the penetration corridor that has the largest number of
assignments followed by strikes uf the penetration corridor that has
the next largest number of assignments and so on. Within each collec-
tion of strikes belonging to the same penetration corridor, the assign-
ments are further sorted based on attribute RVAL.

5.2 Input

The only options available to the user in module ALOCOUT are to specify
the type and frequency of the various prints and/or to upecify the maxi-
mum number of iterations to be executed by the generalized function mini-
mizes which is used to select the aim point offsets for those weapons
assigned to complex targets. The general command is:

DGZSELECT [ONPRINTS option option . . .

[FINDMIN imad

5.2.1 The ONPRINhTS Adverb. This adverb selects various print or calcu-
lation options. It recognizes any series of numbers (each number separ-
ated by at least one blank) with values varying from one to nine. The
presence of any of the numbers within the clause selects the correspond-
ing option which are:

o 1 -- Selects the detailed target print. For this option 9Ly
a print frequency may be selected. This is entered by
placing a slash (/) after the number one followed by the
numeric value of the desired print frequency. An entry of
1/10 will print every ten targets. The default entry (I
by itself) prints all targets

o 2 -- Selects the bomber weapon group summary print

o 3 -- Selects the missile weapon group summary print

o 4 -- If entered offsets are not calculated

o 5 -- Selects the target data input to subroutine DGZSEL print

o 6 -- Selects the DGZSEL computational value print
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o 7 -- Selects the DGZSEL improvement print

o 8 - Selects maintenance prints

o 9 -- Selects timing information print

5.2.2 The FINDMIN Adverb. If absence the FINDHIN subroutine is not
used. If present the FINDMIN subroutine is used and parameter 'imax'
is set to the maximum number of iterations.

5.3 Output

5.3.1 Standard Output. All output is optional and must be selected by
the user.

5.3.2 Nonstandard Output. Figures 57 to 60 presents the output for
print options available to the user within the ONPRINTS clause.

5.3.3 ALOCOUT Error Messages. The error messages for ALOCOUT are shown
in figure 61.
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MODULE ALOCOUT CANNOT DETERMINE ADVERB (012)

Check for correct spelling within the cot~and.

2 ERROR IN ONPRI'NS CLAUSE

Check ior proper syntax within ONPRINTS clause.

3 *** ERROR--NFIX -

NFIX, the number of weapons allocated through the fixed
assignment capability, is negative; the run is aborted.

4
ABANDON DGZSELON COMPLEX TARGET NAME InD-X COMPONENT

TGTNAME INDEXNO
A * * ' -***

Subroutine COPRESS has been entered with open tolerances
more than 20 times in succession so no further attempt to
use DGZSEL is made for this target.

5 *** TOLERANCES DOUBLED N TIMES IN SUBROUTINE COMPRESS TO
REDUCE NUMBER OF TARGET POINTS TO 40. TARGET NAME INDEX
NUMBER INDEX

COMPRESS doubled tolerances N times to reduce number of tar-
get elements. NAME is the target name. INDEX is the target
index number. This is a message produced by subroutine
COMPRESS, but is not an error message.

6 ALOCOUT PROCESSING COMPLETED ON IW WEAPONS IT TARGETS

Statement of number of weapons and targets processed by
ALOCOUT, where number of targets is the sum of the numbers
of simple and complex targets and multiple target elements,
which were assigned weapons.

7 BAD CALL ON ERGOT

More than 10 serires are being run in parallel; control is
returned to the calling subprogram without computing ERGOT1.

Figure 61. ALOCOUT Error Messages
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